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Youth, 18, les In Viet Nam
As Casualty tist Rises Sharply

Dr. Jackson To Speak
At Baptist Meet Here
Dr. .1. H. Jackson, president
of the National Baptist Converttion, USA, Inc., the largest Negro organization in the world,
will be the guest speaker on
Friday night, July 28, at the
Hill Chapel Baptist church at
2521 Dexter ave., beginning at
p.m.
The internationally known religious leader will be the final
speaker for the Eighth Annual
Session of the Brotherhood MisBaptist Educational
sionary
District Association to be held
at Hill Chapel.
The theme of the meeting is
•"Christian Education and the
Challenge of Change," with the
emphasis upon o 1 d and new
structures of church education
in an urban world.
Dr. Jackson will be making
an appearance here in Memphis
DR. J. H. JACKSON
for the first time at such a
Dr. A. McEwen Williams,
service since early in 1960.
He is the pastor of the his- pastor of St. John Baptist
toric Olivet Baptist church in church and president of the
Chicago, and a champion of Tennessee Baptist Missionary
Association,
Education
first-class citizenship through and
will be convention host.
law and order.
Dr. A. E. Campbell, a vice Officers of the Brotherhood
president of the National Bap- Missionary Baptist Association
tist Convention, USA, Inc., pas- are Rev. E. L. Slay, moderator,
tor of Columbus Baptist church, Mrs. N. B. Henderson, secreand president of the Tennessee tary; Rev. Leon Brookins, coRegular Baptist Convention, responding secretary, and Rev.
R. W. Taylor, treasurer.
will be state host.

Ministerial
Group Backs
C F. Morris

Soldier Had Been In
Army Less Than Year

Charlie F. Morris, Sr., can- When Specialist Fourth Class Pte,
didate for a seat on the City Jack J. Cooperwood, III, called
Council from District 7 in home during a rest and recrea
the Oct. 5 election, has been tion furlough on Formosa on
endorsed for the position by June 29, he told his mother that
the Baptist Ministerial Con- he had been made a machine
the gunner, and that the enemy al
to
according
ference
president, Rev, L. A. Ham- ways tried to get machine gunblin.
ners first during an operation.
Mr. Morris' "But he told me that if some)
In outlining
asn.
atiocn
e
qualifications.
happened to just look at
c
ti nindliftih
sa
s God's will," Mrs. Jack J.
t inag
tih
'that has the welfare of the'Cooperwood, Jr., of 1817 Barkscity in mind for setter re-Iidale street, told a reporter
lationship, regardless of racelmonday.
lof color." and "is concernedi Telegrams had already ar, about the poor and under-'rived telling her that "someprivileged."
thing happened."
Rev. Hamblin added. "We, Her 18-year-old son had re!do feel that he is qualified turned to Viet Nam and had:
!for the position which he now died on July 12 as a reseiii
aj
Iseeks. Let's get men in office'gunshot wound while on a cornwho will give .the type of 1)at
JACK COOPERWOOD, III
operatin.:
greatly
that is
leadership
Specialist Cooperwood had
needed for our city."
branch.been in the Army. for 11 months, pleted his high school work an
Mr. Morris is a
earned his diploma in the BookNorth having entered t h e military
the
w i th
manager
Evening
er T. Washington
10, 1966.
August
on
service
Insurance
'Carolina Mutual Life
his basic train- School.
received
He
is,
gram, Charlie Walton, presi. company. His campaign
Hotel Claridge last week
at Fort Campbell, Ky., The victim's father, Jack .t
Its a long ways from a car-'been rumored that he may be KEYS TO THE CITY — An
from
dent of City Ushers' Associa- being managed by his wifejing
city
the
to
keys
was
honorees
for
surprise
added
he made one of the high- Cooperwood. Jr., is a mail
where
hop's job in North Memphis by sent to a country in Latin
tion: 0. J. Armstrong and Mrs. Alma Morris, assisted est ratings of any soldier to be truck driver with the U.S. Post
Mayor William B. Ingram,
at the annual banquet of the
way Of Mississippi and Arkan- America.
by their three sons. all college
nk Kilpatrick.
Jr. From left are Mrs.
trained there. A letter of corn- Office in Memphis.
sas to a top-ranking post in The former Memphian attend- City Ushers' Association in
students.
InMayor
Garner.
the
Ablene
of
Room
Balinese
the
mendation was sent to his par- He is also survived by two
ee
enewe
t h e United States diplomatic ed Booker T. Washington High
Mr. Morrisis a
Misses Brenda Louise
service in foreign countries. School in the 1930's during the
Luke ents. While in training, he was sisters,
Greaterr St. L
.of the
of former princisent to Fort Polk, La. The Cooperwood, 16, and Beverly
he
where
church.
But that is the record made principalship
Baptist
T. Hunt. With Mr.
soldier was, home for Cooperwood, 12, both tudents
by one of Memphis' own pro- pal Blair
serves as deacon, trustee and young
GorMr.
encouragement,
Hunt's
1966, left on January at Hamilton High school: two
IChristmas
Gordon, a
ducts, William
I assistant superintendent of th 6.
the first school paand arrived in Viet Nam one brothers, Reginald Cooperwood,
former editor of the Memphis don started
Sunday school.
15, and Michael Cooperwood,
published in a local
week later.
World, and a graduate of Le- per ever
eight: a grandmother, Mrs.
Washhe
t
school,
attend-,
public
gro
Ne
Cooperwood
Specialist
Moyne College and Booker T.
ed Hamilton High school, when Gertrude Jones, 1175 Cannon.
ingtonian.
Washington High School.
City Ushers' As- to attend a meeting sends a A 42-year-old woman, found
was a member of the band add other relatives.
he
He later attended LeMoyne When the
has served College from which he grad- sociation held its five-dollar-ae person of lower rank, but the dead by her 13-year-old son last,
Mr. Gordon
its 1966 -award as its! He was a member of the Proreceived
almost ten years as an infor- uated. While in college he be- plate banquet last Thursday opposite was happening in the Sunday evening, appeared to
-Most Versatile Player.' and vidence' AME church.
mation officer in U. S. em- came a regular reporter and night in the Balinese Room of case of Commissioner Lane have died from atural causes.
:was promoted to lieutenant in Funeral arrangements are in•
bassies in Nigeria, Africa and feature writer for local and the Hotel Claridge, the mem- who had the mayor pinch-hit-(according to Homicide Inspeccomplete pending arrival of the
Ithe school's NDCC unit.
Zachary.
him.
for
I tor N. E.
in Sweden. He was the first national newspapers and maga- bers found themselves faced ing
Anxious to enter the militaryi body.
of his race to be attached to zines. He went on to become with the prospects of no guest "I'll be very happy to fill in
'service his mother said hel Southern Funeral home will
The body of Mrs. Willie Mae
for him on January!. 1968, when
news an information officer in the speaker.
a
as
an
embassy
Barrett of 252 Majuba was James I. Taylor, real estate dropped o u t of Hamilton in have charge of final rites. Burspecialist in a northern Euro- Army in World War II.
The scheduled speaker was the mayor of Memphis takes found by Daniel Barrett.
Ibroker, who is a candidate for April before his graduation at; ial will be in National Comepean country.
After the war he went to commissioner Hunter Lane, Jr., the oath," he told the ushers
councilman-at-large in the Oct. Hamilton. got a job, and com-Itery.
churches from i There were no marks to inMr. Gordon was in Africa for Atlanta, Ga., to become editor candidate for m a yo r, who representing
'5 election, continued to carry 3icate that there was foul play, his
five and a half years. He of the nation's first daily news- sent a telegram from some- throughout the city.
message
campaign
e
Com
about
fun
more
it is thought that the vicim 'church congregations on last
Poking
and
expresCaribbean
the
in
where
than
He
more
Negroes.
by
Sweden
published
paper
to
served in
two years. Prior to going to then received a Nieman Fellow- sing his regrets for not being missioner Lane, the Mayor saidI suffered a stroke
Sunday, and appeared at three
that he had heard that his opNigeria he was in Ghana, West ship to Harvard University. able to be there.
A medical examiner's report during the morning services.
A f ric a, as an information It was this achievement which But a speaker was found in ponent was doing some deepMr. Taylor told the Tr-will be made.
specialist working with the USIA launched him into the U.S. the person of Mayor William sea diving while in the CaribiState Defender that he reInformation Information Service.
States
(United
B. Ingram, Jr., who came, bean.
of them and be done with it."Iceived an enthusiastic wel- Three persons were shot in rying a pistol. The investigation
Agency.).
Mr. Gordon is Married to a campaigned briefly for himself, "I suppose that when he
come from the crowds after two separate incidents last Fri- is continuing.
During t h e past year, Mr. former schoolmate at Washing- shot a few barbs and witti- comes back he will claim that The honorees at the banquet' outlining his platform.
Willie Pryor. 25. 1602 Montday night, and two men are
Gordon returned to this country ton High School. The couple cisms at his opponents, gave,he has done some deep thinking were Frank Kilpatrick, Mrs. T h e candidate stresses the
assault to murder serrat, Apt. 3, at first told polon
held
being
Arm-,
J.
0.
and
Garner
Ablene
to attend the American War are the parents of three sons. the honorees keys to the city,, while away," Mayor Ingram
fact that he is seeking office charges.
ice that he was shot by an unstrong. Invocation was given by as an independent.
quipped.
College at Carlisle University The children have accompanied and departed.
H. Campbell of 1226 identified person, but finally
Ernest
presiDinkin,
L.
Charles
Dr.
topplans
in
countrie
where
all the
their parents
in Pennsylvania,
Mr. Taylor says he
In introducing the mayor,I Referring to Commissioner
S. Orleans and Curtis Crump of confessed that his assailant was
ranking Americans in the to which Mr. Gordon has Robert S. Lewis, Jr., the toast', Claude Armour, he said, "He ent of Owen college.
to campaign in churches in
Palmer Alley, both 28, were his roommate, George W. Epps,
890
east Memphis
diplomatic service are schooled been sent
and
master, told the group that in claims to have so many job of- Charlie Walton is president of north
after an argument over of the same address.
shot
intensively in subject areas His oldest son, William Jr., most instances a person unable'fers. Why doesn't he take one the City Ushers' Association.1 during the month of August.
money by James L. Crow- Epps has been charged with
some
with diplomacy in is a student-tutor at Purdue
dealing
der of 1145 S. Wellington about assault to murder.
the
of
the
over
in
University
area
all
countries
various
11:30 p.m. on July 14 at the The pellets from the shotgun
other
sons,
The
world.
Physics.
corner of Latham and McLe- struck the victim in the back.
After studies in the language, Anthony and David have attendmore.
Sweden
and
schools
Africa
ed
in
various
of
history, and economy
Police said shots were being
countries they are assigned to and the United States.
in both directions when a
fired
The family was in Memphis
American embassies.
bullet struck Campbell and lodMr. Gordon is not sure where last week for a brief two-day
ged in his groin. and Crump rehe will be assigned. It has stay.
ceived a bullet wound in the
right an.
Crowder has been charged'
with assault to murder and car-j

2
2
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Bill Gordon Climbing
To The Top With USIA

I

s ers Hear Campaign
Talk At Annual Banquet

Boy, 13 Finds
Mother Dead

Candidate

To Churches

Three Persons Shot In
Altercations On Friday

LeMoyne To Initiate
'Independent Study'

A January program of in- doubt and confusion.
dependent study for all students Juniors and seniors will be
permitted to choose their own
known as the enterim Semester
projects but will be required
Period, is being introduced to meet regularly with advisors.
at LeMoyne College.
Juniors a n d seniors will
The program grew from a be permitted to choose their
desire to extend to students'own research with each stua greater measure of responsi- dent submitting a report of his
bility for their academic work;finding at the end of the
and to encourage more wide- period. Also involved will be
spread participation in indepen- some travel and visits to
dent study.
places of interest such as inThis program will be carried dustrial plant s, scientific
out during the month of January laboratories, City Hall, the
under supervision of faculty boards of education and Federal
members. No regular classes agencies. The students will be
will be scheduled during this expected to take excursions,
attend dramatic plays and lecperiod.
Freshman and sophomores tures.
will be assigned special topics Students will be made aware
to pursue and they will be of the new program during the
given the opportunity to sit fall term and will be fully prewith their advisors to exchange pared for the venture in Jan-I
views and clarify points of uary 29.

Fashion Show To
Be Held Sunday

Ushers' 48th
Convention To
pen In Boston

The 48th National Convention
of the National United Church
Ushers Association will be
held in Boston. Mass., at the
Show
A Flower and Fashion
will be held in the Educational Stetter Hotel July 23-29.
Building of the Rock of Ages The members of Concord
Baptist church at 192 Kirk ave. Baptist Church, 190 Warren and
on Sunday, July 23, from 4 to their pastor, Rev. Adams, will
6 p.m., and the public is in- be host.
vited.
During the convention, some
The affair is being sponsored $20,000 in scholarships will be
by the Floral club of which awarded
national
b y t he
Mrs. A. Gorden is president. president. Leroy Johnson.
Rev. W. T. Grafton is pastor The Scholarship Project is
of the church.
a dream of R. E. Harshaw,
past president. of Memphis.
Under the plan started by
Mr. Harshaw, each usher
saves a penny a week for the
scholarship fund.
Young Adult Day will be ob- At present, the National
served at the Greater Middle United Church Ushers AsBaptist church on Sunday, July sociation of America, Inc ,
23, and the guest speaker for a has eight young people in
special program at 5 p.m. will colleges, and at the end of four
he Rev. S. B. Kyles, pastor of years will be supporting 16
the Monumental Baptist church. students from the fund.

Young Adult Day
To Be Observed

CAPITOL VISIT — Upward Bound students are
given a tour of the U. S.
Capitol by Rep. Ray Biasto., 7th District Congress-

Valuable Coupon Worth $23.95

man, during recent visits ' McFerrin. Upward Bound
Director Mrs. Clara Hewitt.
to Washington. Talking with
011ie Ellison, Cora Walker.
the Adamsville lawmaker
Virginia Walker, Oharles
are, from left: Eddie White
Mann, Cassie Mosby, Fanlaw, Therron Taylor, Mari

•

•

•

lette Bowers, Benny Elsberry and Mary Ma bone.
1Mark Stansbury Photo.)
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Youth Rioting In Dayton
Halted By Police Action

Cozette's Kin To View Dead Girl's Clothes

made over the next few
l
tookl Detective Sgt. John Keane,be
police attempts to positively Crime lab technician
They said the tests
.weeks.
said
Homicide,
5
Area
of
the.
of
photographs
x-ray
'Similar' identify the body.
I w•
what caused the
show
the,
of
viewing
Carter's
Mrs.
cornbe
will
.body, which
'
The body was discoveredi pared to medical records at body would only be "needless girl's death.
Monday in a garage ip th County Hospital, where Cosuffering and pain"
be
Funeral services will
rear of 4407 W. Fulton st.i zette had two teeth removed
DAYTON, Ohio — Bands in them teen-agers. %%ere arrested! "We had some more scatis
body
the
after
until
delayed
"mummithe
said
the
I Police
Police surmised that
at the hospital dental clinic.
Negro youths who staged a Wednesday night and four per- tered incidents such as window
in t he
found
was
probably released to the family. It
fied"
body
will
death
pf
cause
There
injured.
were
two
sons
rock-throwing, window smashbreaking and malicious
rafters of the abandoned ga- Dr. Gerald Miner, of t h e never b knownfor certain was said that the undertaker
ing rampage here were pre- major fires.
by the
property, but baskitruction
rage by three youths, who Children's Clinic, compared They said the condition of will be instructed
vented from starting a riot by Police Maj. H. J.
said. tally I can say that things are CHICAGO ILL.— had been playing there.
the two charts and told police body, made it impossible to coroner's office to hold servan immediate show of police some of the arrestshave'
they were the same.
the ices using a sealed casket.
According to mike, the sisdefinitely determ inc
strength, a city official said at had no connection with the looking up," he said.
I It was first believed the
ter of Cozette Carter was body was that of Cozette Car-' In addition, two barrettes cause of death now
Cozette would have been
week's end.
disturbances. Most of t h e ''We plan to be prepared,
years old only two days
similar
were
to
view
They
nine
Wednesday
scheduled
found.
were
was;
ofclothing
ter because the
However, the coroner's
"As soon as we showed police charges were disorderly eon- that's all I can say," Book said
she was abducted near
was
Cozette
after
ones
clothing which was found on similar to that described in to the
fice reported that series of
strength in the area the sit- duct, carrying concealed wea- when asked about special preshe attended.
disschool
she
day
the
the
on
wearing
abducwill!
the
of
reports
examinations
police
pathological
uation became one of unplan- pons and inciting to riot, Book parations to head off possible the decomposed body of a dead
appeared.
last!
occurred
which
new outbreaks.
girl discovered in a Westside tion, 7, 19t6.
ned and unled incidents of van- I said.
Dec.
Mrs. Charlotte Carter, acdalism," City Manager Graham Order was restored in the
Now
Book said two 'fires in the garage.
Watt said.•
reportedlcording to police, will not be
police
Yesterday
early morning hours after WiWest End Wednesday night
Margasaid
Investigators
SHOWING:
that dental charts on filelasked to go to the morgue
The youths began their dis- lice who were put on 12-hour‘were still under investigation)ret Carter, 18, who shared
Hospital to look at the body. Police
County
ok
o
C
at
about
by
were
reinforced
shifts,
dam$1,000
about
caused
One
orders in the predominantly j
with Cozette, is to see were also used to make tenta- said the body was "beyond
Negro West End section Wed-I 25 deputies from the Montgom- age to the Gem City Lumber a room
Irecognition."
as r last-ditch step tive identification.
nesday night following a fieryi cry County Sheriff's office. Half Co. and the other about $40,000 the clothes
police
200-member
city's
the
Beer
Appollo
the
damage to
speech by black power advocatt‘l. Rap Brown, National!force was on duty at all times. Garden.

C
To That Of
'Missing Child
oat

EtiAlS01

i
THE WAYIT WAZIAT

chairman of the Student Non-! Watt said Dayton was not Earlier in the day, Acting
violent Co-ordinating Commit-,ripe for-a riot "and I think the Police Chief Clair W. Martz
1
tee (SNCC).
failure shown in response to said there was "no doubt" the

Win. Rockefeller Names NFDMA
Mortician To Ark. State Board

MILLI=
III.

speech lumber company blaze was set,
think they were trying to Brown's inflammatory
that."
indicates
and that the Appollo fire may
the
create a disturbance of
COLOR es CMLadeo
magnitude and the type we've In his speech. Brown said also have been the work of
in the business world, he was
PINE BLUFF, Ark.'— (NPI) Us.
seen in these other cities in the, Negroes in Cincinnati were arsonists.
i '
•••••••
awarded the Better
last week or so." Watt said in
Last September. some 700,— U.S. Brown, local mortician A member of the official fam- Award for Bigger andBusine. Better
RUE
reference to racial violence ';setting a good guideline"
• of NFDMA, he was selected Business in Jefferson County Pn --4.1.•
Scm•ndsn In
National Guard troops spenti who was named the 1966 "Mor- illy
SW re V... I r.ist,
G•n.t. 0.,
i uvu ors Wits muttO
and urged Dayton Negroes to
in Tampa and Cincinnati.
days patrolling the pre- beam of the Year recipient!
Mialft CARUS DON Dllifft•MT HAMM.
"take the heat off Cincinnati." five
for the organization's morti- (Arkansas) in 1965.
.
dominantly-Negro Westside of
He blamed Dayton's trouble
the National Funeral DiMil.
cian award, according to
Married, and the father of
on Brown's speech, 4 straight Book said things quieted down this industrial city of some rectors and Morticians Associa-,
days of 90--degree weather and after 2 a.m. and stayed that 272,000 people in Southwest tion, has won appointment to Jet', for "his lifelong activitYifour children — three survivis surrounded
Ohio.
on the rioting in Cincinnati, way the rest of the day.
Ithe Arkansas State Board of in the funeral service fierd,ling — he also
about 40 miles to the South.
'Embalmers and Funeral Di- in business in general, in fra-,by 12 grandchildren.
ternal, governmental, social,' The
out pay. Affected by their rectors.
"mortician" a w a r d
At least 70 persons, most of
civic and reli-'
educational,
I
and
he
remains
I faith and zeal,
!will
be
formally presented to
.
made
was
,
appointment
1 The
gious circles."
i Brown during the 30th annual
helps them build a chapel. 'b
Winthrop E. Rocke1 y Gov.
effective as of last June His combined business opera- convention of the National FuThe 1963 United Artists re;feller.
'14, with an expiration date of tions have given employment neral Directors and Morticians
lease features Lilia Skala and'
to more than 200 persons. As Association, which will be
,June 1, 1772
JULY 29th
Stanley Adams. Ralph Nelson
evidence of his notable successt held in Chicago, Aug. 13-17.
produced and directed the In hailing The appointinent,I
11:30 P.M.
James Poe screenplay, whichiRobert H. Miller, Chicago!Williamssi !visit demonstration classes in
SChaal the Chicago area.
secretary.!Willi
general
was based on the novel by Wil-NFDMA
Twelve of Mrs. Garnett's
ham E. Barrett. The music noted that Brown "joins a,
been
years have
teaching
Negroes
of
list
Goldsmith.
growing
by
Jerry
was
Sidney Poitier stars in the
at
spent
ElemenWilliams
the,
on
serving
Homer Smith....Sidney Poitier are currently
role that won him an Academy Mother Maria...Lilia Skala
j;;; School located in the
various state boards of ernborn Homes Area on
—LucillelDear
directors,
Di.
Business and industry are attracted to cities
Award as best actor of the Sister Gertrude Lisa Mann
funeral
and
EVANSTON
balmers
I
St.
State
South
teacher
grade
southern
particularly in the
Garnett, fourth
year in Ralph Nelson's "Lil- Sister Agnes Ise Crino
school, She earned the Bachelor of
with progressive programs for sound growth.
of Williams Elementary
ies of the Field" on -The CBS Sister Albertine Francesca Jar-'states."
in
Degree
ce
Education
NatioflahSClen
the
in
is participating
Thursday Night Movies," vis
Brown. a 57-year-old native Defense Education Act Insti- from Northwestern University,
local,
in
educated
.
PameEliziabeth
Bluff,
of Pine
Thursday, Aug. 10, 8-10 p.m. Sister
English being held on and has taken graduate cour-'
scienc-1 tute in
.
.
.
mortuary
Murphy
in
Father
and
Branch,
University ses from the University of
la
schools
(CDT. EDT), on the CBS Telethe Northwestern
and Illinois State
'Chicago
Dan Frazer
es at Nashville. is ownerCampus.
vision Network. Rebroadcast;
operator of the Brown Funeral Mrs. Garnett is one of 40 Teacher's College.
OAD 3-24-67).
home in Pine Bluff and Du- English
f torn In her spare time, Mrs.
teachers
benefiting!Garnett served as editor of
mas.
Poitier plays a footloose and
throughout the U. S.
the Roseland Heights News-weeks course.
around the United States in
In addition, he heads the from the six
letter and collaborated with
studying
his jalopy station wagon. In
Participants are
guarantees and war- U.S. Brown Enterprises, U.S.
her husband in writing a
composition,
of
the Arizona desert, he en- To use
teachiniz
out:'Brown Real Estate, Crown the
find
intelligently
ranties
news
column for the Calumet
prose.
non-fiction
counters five German immicontemporary
Nine's Cannettee For Beverage Control w C!Amor Dow*
product or part is guar- Casket company, Progressive
methods and Index.
latest
grant nuns who can't speak what
the
Deand
Delta
characteristics Burial association,
what
anteed
,trying to maxe
English and
materials available for com•
are covered; how long the velopers, Eagle Life Insurance
, a go of things.
position teaching. In addition
d
n
a
Rock:
Little
company,
guarantee lasts: what the buyrt
viewing films and hearing
to
They are eager to have er must do to benefit from the Forest Lawn Memorial Garin
care lectures on selected topics
* i 'him work for them and offer!guarantee; who is behind the dens, the only perpetualArkanwill
group
the
arts,
language
East
I cemetery in South
!lhim food and friendship with- guarantee.

Plus Robert Vaughn in "Venetian Affair"

Poitier Film

COLISEUM

whoiTeccher Takes
I rstitute rourse

"SHAKE,
RATTLE & ROLL"

BEM
HARRIS

"LET IT
HAPPEN"

"NEAR
TO YOU"

BAR
KAYS
"strtn_
FINGER"

Tidies 52 50-53 SO—$4N
Wed Ciders—send moue, order is
Coliseum oely--edusr ticket locetiour.
Poplar Tones, Peel's Tallorimp, Satellite Records. GolduMM's ticket of/ice end Colissoters, All ,.t, reserved.

HELP WANTED
Female or Male

MOP MAKER

To wind wet mops.
Permanent work, 5
day week. No lay-offs.
Good worker can
overage 1.75 hr. will
consider only
applicants that are
extra sharp
intelligent, in good
health. Older age
no barrier. Do not
apply unless you
hove prior mopmaking experience.
Our crew all hove
long employment
here. Our employee
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Garden Grown

Christmas Day New Year's Day
of
(
Rights Day
Labor May
'Columbus tpaygliLetbanksgiving
'cNathan B.Torrest's Birthday
Fourth of Jul3W4Poetry Day
I'Rattle of cNew Orleans May
StNalentine's Maygleiglird May
Flag Day0Pan-American Way.
George Washington's Birthday
Tather's Day I cirosindhog Day
Town Meeting Day Arbor Day
Susan B.Anthony's Birthday
Halloween Sadie Hawkins Day

'Everyday Interest
the easy road to financial success! Start your tourney today at First National.

0
.11..
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
•ru.rts.,

'

•••••• .11~, wommipo

hum Products Ca.

a

Garden Grown

SNAP BEANS

2

CABBAGE

Lbs 29
California Long
White Bakers

Home Grown

RESH CORN
Tender White

POTATOES

10 11;i49

Doz.49
Arkansas Freestone

PEACHES

7 First National savings accounts now pay interest everyday of the year,
Saturdays,Sundays ce Holidays included!

turnover almost nil.

Apply 531 N. Front
Street after 9 A.M.
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"JUST
OUT OF REACH"

JAMES
C.ARR
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yo
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WE HON R GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMP . .

PERCY
SLEDGE

"AIN'T
"MAKE
GONNA It
ME
REST"
YOURS"

op

HOGUE & KNOTT

ARTHUR
CON LEY

BETTY
STAIRSTEPS SWANN

so
yo
po

progress
vote
on August 17th

Household Tip

FIVE

Sc
H(

Vote for
more jobs

To Be Shown

On Television

MANHATTANS
* WHEN WE'RE *
MADE AS ONE"

1

The hour has come

7 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

le Hull

PEAS
2Lbs.29

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

4-321 SUMMER
1378 HOLLYWOOD
351.1 PARK •
9.73 SO T,H1RD
1578 LAM -,R
3362 SUMMER
3384 NO. THOMAS (In Frazier-Hiway. 51 North)
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Memphian Appointed A

Six Attend
Legion Meet

Principal In Kentucky

Willing
Workers

Samuel Robinson, son of'degree at the University of
The Willing Workers Club
Mrs. Omar Robinson, Sr. lf Louisville.
will hold its regular monthly
Memphis, was recently nammeeting on Wednesday, July
ed principal of the Lincoln Since moving to Kentucky
26, at the home of Mrs.
School, Lincoln Ridge, Ken- in 1960. Mr. Robinson
his Six members of the Au- Martha Boyd of 456 Tillman
tucky.
St., Apt. 5.
held
several
administrative tress Russell Post No. 27 Mrs. Clara Dailey, the presiof
the
American Legion were
The new school's program posts at Lincoln Institute,
dent, is asking all members to
will be specifically designed Lincoln Ridge, Kentucky. In in Nashville recently for the be present to transact imporC o n vention
for
gift ed, disadvantaged 1963, he was cited by the State
of
the tant business.
Legion and had Mrs. Maggie Lott
children of Kentucky. The Louisville
J u nior Chamber American
new facility will be operated of Commerce for outstand- their
headquarters
at the tary of the club.
by the University of Ken- ing community service. In Andrew Jackson hotel there.
tucky and the professional 1966, he was honored by the
d e 1 egation
included
staff
members
will
ha.,e Shelbyville, Kentucky, Junior Clifton
S a tterfield, leader;
faculty status at the Univer- Chamber of Commerce as'Shelton Partee, Deloyd Milsity.
their "0 utstanding
Young 'ler, William Thomas, H. C.
Folsom and W. D. Callian,
Educator.
Mr. Robinson is an honor
The officials, along with Dr.
Sr.
graduate of Douglass Highs He is
1 Arenia C. Mallory, were guests
presently
serving While there,
the membera i of the Hospitality Committee
school, Memphis, He holds as vice 'president of the comw
visited by Atty. H. ,asi
T. at a banquet held in the ultraa bachelor's and
master's munity action program for were
Lockard, administrative
degree from Tennessee State a four-country area
tril
e .dern Washington Hilton hosistant
to
Governor
Bu-,
University where he was a
member of Kappa Mr. Robinson is married ford Ellington. Mr. Lockardl Delegates also visited hisDelta Phi, Beta Kappa Chi, to the former Hugh Ella is a member of Post No. 27.1 toric sites and other points of
and Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Walker, who is a teacher in While
in
Nashville, theiinterest in the Washington area,
Societies and Phi Beta Sig- the local school system. They delegation was visited by a rincluding the grave of President
ma Fraternity. He is pre- are the parents off two daugh- member of their former corn-lJohn F. Kennedy in Arlington
rades-in-arm.
sently working on a doctorate ters.
I National Cemetery.

In Nashville

Banquet

Randolph, Stevie Holliday, and Anthony WiL
hams. The university volunteer student-tutors
are currently raising funds in order to continue
program through August for 40 more youngsters.

Mimi Farber, University of Chicago student
from Boston, reads about the great out-of-doors
to Woocllawn youths (above) at recent after
schoolclass. Many shown now at Hancock, Wisc.
summer camp. From left are Susan Hill, Ronnie

OPEN MONDAYS AND
THURSDAYS 1 AMA P.M.

Upward Bound Opens New Vistas West Coast
Representative
Four
Counties
To Students From
Upward Bound — the high,than more of the same situa- The economic requirement is
school counterpart of Project tions to which they have been that the annual income must
be $3,000 or less for a family
Head Start — is making dra- exposed."
of four.
matic changes in the lives of
John H. Johnson, Publisher
some 105 West Tennessee Emphasis is placed on instill- In most instances, the Up- and Editor of EBONY, JET,
youths who heretofore had little ing self-confidence and stimu- ward Bound students come
TAN and' NEGRO DIGEST
poverished backgrounds.
lating students to have a thirst from rural areas and large Magazines a n n ounced
the
Now in its second summer of for knowledge, guidance coun- families — one is from a transfer of Leroy W. Jeffries,
MR. S. ROBINSON
operation at Lane College, Up- selor Mrs. Anita Spicer pointed family of 17 children.
Midwest
A
d
v
ertising
Vice
tests
Students
do
not
take
out.
"economiward Bound serves
The program is bi-racial but
We st
cally deprived" high school age and are encouraged to freely has only one white student to President, to the
youths from Madison, Gibson, express their thoughts and opin- date. "He was scared to death Coast Division.
Fayette and Haywood counat first," • Mrs. Hewitt recalls. Mr. Jeffries, a 17 year
ties.
Mrs. Spicer said 50 of the Now we couldn't chase him veteran in the
Johnson or"They are average or below 75 Upward Bound students who away." She is anxious to in- 1 ganization will
become
vice
in academic achievement but started with the project last terest more white students
president
and
general
manprogram.
taking
part
in
the
in
high
and
graduated
from
have shown potential," explains year
Mrs. Clara Hewitt, on leave school this year are planning Lane has sent six students ager. The position has been
from her post as Lane College to attend college.
to vacant since the death nf
member
staff
a
and
Librarian to serve as full-time
R. Johnson, former
counselor has helped Knoxville College this week in Louis
The
director of the program.
many of the students obtain an exchange program and an West Coast Vice President
Upward Bound students live financial aid to make possible equal number from the East and General Manager.
Tennessee school has arrived
on the campus during the sum- their college education.
Mr. Johnson stated, "Curat Lane.
mer months, taking enrichment
English and math are rerent
expansion plans include
courses in required and elecquired subjects, but students Upward Bound stagents made
tive subjects, and then return
the
opening
last
of offices in St.
trip
may choose from such fields a memorable field
to Lane for weekends and spcCapitol,
Nation's
the
to
week
Louis
and
Detroit
music,
drama,
and that MISSILE SPECIALIST — Airart,
science,
events throughout the as
cail
touring the historic sites, visit- the state of Texas will be man Everett L. Jones, son
recreation
for
photography
and
regular school year. They regroups. ing with Rep. Ray Blanton shifted
.
g their elective interest
from
the
Midwest of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Jones,
ceive a $10 weekly spendin
material has and meeting Dr. Richard Frost,
teaching
Special
Sr., of 274 Walker ave., Memsummer
allowance during the
Jeffries' phis, has been selected for
been designed for the Upward national director of the pro- Home 0 f flee to
months..
jurisdiction.
These p lans technical training at Lowry
Bound courses to be flexible gram.
.The project operates on an enough for the student's range When Dr. Frost learned that are in keeping with EBONY'S AFB, Colo., as a U. S. Air
electronics speannual budget of $136,000 with ,of capabilities
only three of the youths had recent circulation increase to Force missile
completed
recently
cialist.
He
Lane College furnishing the
a
million
which
becomes
efmade
first-year students this flown in an airplane, he
training
at
Lackland
basic
facilities and picking up 10 The
with
the
October,
will be entering the la personal offer to chatter a fective
AFB, Texas. A 1966 graduate
per cent of the tab and the summer
1967
issue."
sightupcoming
plane
for
an
ear11th grade this fall. "The
Washington
Booker
T.
of
balance coming from an Office
lier we get to them, the more seeing trip from Memphis, Lo- The Company also has of- High
attended
school,
he
of Economic Opportunity grant.
we can do with them," ex- cal Upward Bound officials are fices
in
Washington, I New Memphis State university beairlines
negotiating
with
two
One-third of the 25-member plained Mrs. Hewitt. She hopes
York and Paris.
fore entering the Air Force.
staff comes from Lane Col- that they can eventually en- for the special flight.
the
as
lege, another third comes from roll students as early
Head Start, acknowledged as
secondary schools in the four- ninth grade.
the most effective program in
remainder
county area and the
About half the students the 0E0 war on poverty, helps
selected at large.
come from broken homes, have ecouomically deprived children
"They have to be a special'only one parent at home or prior to their entry into the
kind of teacher to turn these are living with grandparents first grade. Upward Bound
kids on," Mrs. Hewitt observed.'and some have been in juvenile seeks to do the same thing for
those who will be entering
"They must be something other courts, Mrs. Hewitt said.
college.

Is Appointed

•

Gordon's Vodka

"We like to take a chance on
some of these kids," Mrs. Spicer said "If we can detect
some spark of potential we
I stand ready to give them an
opportunity to develop it."

the only vodka with a
patent on smoothness.

FURNITURE COMPANY

MAIN AT JEFFERSON

DOWNTOWN
52'5-1381
Free One Hour Parking At Any Parkrite Garage

.---)1,4F.,:i:housands of peopt ,
""il,`t•-:-;120ught these Sealy se
fr •::f with smooth tops
‘Cgi3-

-La.,.7r*c

•

;
•:c

'401

r

LAV

F,2
E

11.
Now LuniTiously tuilted
at no extra cost
4\I

REGULARLY PRICED 17' $89.95 PER SET

NOW ... During Our JUNE BRIDE'S SALE
REDUCED TO . .

Their efforts have been highly
successful to date.

FULL OR TWIN
SIZE SETS

P

WHEN YOUR
SKIN CRIES...

OW/
Get hours of relief from
the itching and irritation of
"UPSET SKIN"
Palmer's "Skin Success" Ointment induces fast blessed relief
from itching miseries caused by
certain minor skin irritations.

with large
economy size
containing
4 times as much.
Only 99c
Regular size 44c
Satisfaction goarantaad et yew'
meaty refunded.
LOVELIER COMPLEXION
Plus head-to-toe protection
with. the deep-acting foamy medication of "Skin Success" Soap. It
beauty bathes while it fights
germs that often aggravate perspiration odork ...makes you st.re
you're nice to be near. Palmer's
"Skin Success" Soap.

PALMER'S

Asfar as we're concerned,nothing
"SKIN-SUCCESS"
unimportant is ever said over the telephone.
What else that costs so little
Buy U.S.
gives you so much value?
Southern Bell

Savings Bonds

SO MOO* 5151110 D FROM Gni* 1O*D0115 NI GIN CO.. ITO .1111MS II J.

CLOSE-OUT-SALE
SAVE NOW on housewares,
plumbing supplies, hardware, etc.

UP TO 40% OFF
SCREWDRIVERS
9ceach

Y04:44

FLASHLIGHT
BATTERIES
2for 29C

• KEYS MADE
• GLASS CUT
• PIPE THREADED

Where Your Business Is Truly
Appreciated and Your Cash
Talks Lewd and Clear

VALUABLE COUPON
Worth 513" For 1 Week Only on this Sealy

evretwa,te

767 E. Mcle more(765)
-PH 946-1724-

Seely Posture Form guilt Deluxe.
Quilted top innerspring mattresses and
box spring sets. Available in twin or fulf
SIM. Only through cooperation of the Sealy
Company are we able to bring you this outstanding value.

.%-A,IL)NAL

BAN KAMERICARO
?Hie,

Innerspring Mattress and box spring. You
must bring this coupon to get this low
566" Price

,
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COGIC Youth Congress Negro Heritage
Gets On The Move
Held In Washington

NEW YORK — As a means participated in the equipping
Dr. Robert C. Weaver, al gress included an Oratorical of spreading facts about Ameri- and financing of a traveling
member of President Johnson's'contest, participated in by can Negroes and their role in Palmobile, a director, a story
dis-; young delegates from severPI history, the Police Athletic Lea- teller and folk singer that will
Cabinet, headed . a
tinguished list of speakers who[ states; a fashion show high. gue (PAL) has initiated a pro100 PAL
"Do's" and gram, "Exploring Negro Heri- travel to each of the
addressed the Churches of God ll ighting the
the summer
during
streets
play
COGIC
for
Langston
in Christ International Youth "Don'ts" in dress
tage" in memory of
and involve youngsters through
Congress, held recently in young people and an Inter. Hughes.
films and handing out
Faith Hour Panel discussion.
Supported by Eastman Kodak- showing
Washington. D.C.
biographies.
printed
conthe program conveys the
Winners in the Oratorical tributions, significance and im- The program Is also aimed
Dr. Weaver, Secretary of the
BosThomasina
Miss
getting the youngsters to act
Housing
contest,
U.S. Department of
pact of American Negroes upon at
Developementi ton, of Detroit, who placel U.S. culture. It is designed to out the lives of Famous NeU r ban
an
delivered a keynote speech to first, and Douglas Wilkins, of generate interest and under- groes in their own plays and
are
encourage them to interpret
highlight the convention, which'Memphis, the runner-up,
[standing of Negro history and
attracted 15,000 delegates and being presented Scholarships. was developed by PAL Brooklyn through drawings and painting
visitors.
of famous events involving NeParticipants'of the Inter- directoF Robert C. Lellis.
groes.
Company
Kodak
A key address was also de- Faith Hour Panel Discussion! Eastman
livered by the Rev. Chandler[Were Dr. J. D. Tyms, HowD. Owens, International Presi- ard University professor; Rev.
dent of the COGIC International'W. Fauntroy, Rev. Earl Harri-I I
Youth Congress, who spoke tolson and John Haywood, Modeover 5,000 delegates on thelrator was J.L. Whitehead of I
;I
convention theme: "Christ is Detroit,
I
the Only Hope for Permanent
I Among distinguished church 1
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Peace."
- 'officials attending the Congress; I
Defender to address below
The convention opened with were Bishop J.S. Bailey, ofi i
1
Matthe
of
featuring
co-chairman
sical,
Detroit,
Pre-Mu
a
$6.00 Six months $3.50
tie Clark, of Detroit assisted Executive Board; Bishop J.O. I One year
by a Mass Choir re'-.resenting Patterson, COGIC General Sec.1 I
20 states. The Texas State retary; Bishop Louis Henry I
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Choir, under the leadership of Ford, of Chicago, International 1 I
Director; I
Bishop T. L. Haynes, won first Public R e lations
place in the music competition. Bishop Wyoming Wells, of I TO
distinguishedlNorth Carolina and B i.s h o p I
The list of
Samuel Kelsey of Washington,
speakers also included Dr. Ar- D.C. Host Bishop; D.A. Burton,
•
of
Zone No.
enia C. Mallory, President
' Pennsylvania, Assistant GenChurch;of
Street Address
Saints Junior college, a
Churches
the
•
of
Stare
eral Secretary
City
of God in Christ institution loGod in Christ, and Ms. An;of
cated in Lexington, Miss.
nie L. Bailey, of Detroit, Getie-; s
Other features of the Con- ral Supervisor, Women's Del

New Subscription Order ;1
••••
•
411•••

Congress by a delegation
of the Churches of God in
Christ, and here they are
seen visiting his Washington office. Making the presentation is Elder Chandler

DELEGATION VISITS
DAWSON — Congressman
William L. Dawson of Chicago was presented an official souvenir program of
Youth
the
International
-

Memphis Will Be Host
To Knights Of Pythias

D. Owens. Others seen
here from left are Miss
Clara Cantrell, Harvey, Ill.;
Bishop Lewis H. Ford, Chicago, International Public
Relations Director; Elder

A. C. Nelson of Texas; Elder Roger Jones, Flint,
Mich.; Elder C. H. Brewer,
Jr., of Connecticut. and
Elder Willie Jones, Toledo,
Ohio.

Church Group

001

Plans Bus Trip
EDDIE the EDUCATOR
To New Orleans says
The 13th Episcopal District
JANE Laymen's Barbecue and
!Lawn Party will be held on
I Friday. July 21, at 583 Dudley
1 st. Door prizes will be given
away.
The AME L:.:ymen are chartering a ')us to the Connectional
Laymen's Meeting in New Orleans on July 31.
Persons interested in going!
to the meeting on the bus
should contact
Hattye L.
Harrison at 526-6168.
J. W. Clark is 7,niscop,,:
president.

The Grand Lodge Knights of
Pythias and the Grand Court of
Calanthe will hold their annual
.session at the -Greater Middle
Baptist church from Monday,1
July 23, through Wednesday,'
July 26, with Rev. B. L. Hooks
as host pastor.
A number of guests are expected from all parts of the
state, and the general public is
invited to attend two of the
highlights of the meeting.
On Monday night. the Rev.
Brady Johnson, pastor of AnThe rapid nationwide expansion
tioch Baptist church, will deliver
in junior colleges overawes 0 new
the memorial service sermon..
one each week. Illinois with 21,
Special music will be sung by;
anticipates 40 to 45.
the Calanthe choruses and the:
Mass Choir of Greater Middle
The "Class of '46" of Bookcr
116nois Eaucation Associat;on
Baptist church. The service e; T. Washington High School is
gins at 8.
sponsoring a "Weight Party.On Wednesday night, Dr.
' Saturday, July 22. 1967, at the
William A. Lewis. grand chan- 1
REV. B. L. HOOKS
home of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
SECRET PRAYER
cellor of the Pythian Orders of'
Wortham, 775 Davant Street,'
FORMULA CHART
Tennessee, will be honored for!fraternal orders among Negrces;at 8 p.m. Each guest will pay
his more than 50 years of serv- in the United States and had a l one cent per each pound of his
PSYCHO-PHYSICAL
ice to the order at a banquet peak membership of 300,000.
weight. Proceeds will be used
PRAYER TEMPLE I
1.3 be held in the church dining
for the benefit of the scholartickets
room, and for which
ship fund sponsored by the Send for Free Daily Blessings. Hoy,
will be sold for three dollars.
to get what you want through thF
class.
Dr. Lewis is still a practicing
Plenty of refreshments and, new way of Prayer. My Prayers ar
physician in his home town of
drinks wi,11 be available for being sent out and blessings are
Pulaski. Tenn.. and been active
sale. President is Mrs. Mary corning in. Mail stamped, selfthere for more than 60 years. Annual Men's Day will be Walker, secretary Mr. Nor- addressed envelope to Rev. C.
The W3man's department of observed on Sunday, July 23, mal Williams, and reporter, Forster, P. 0. Box 56, St. Albans.
New York 11412.
the Knights of Pythias is known at the Antioch Baptist church, Mrs. Flenoid
Aldridge Sr.
the
for
speaker
guest
the
and
Calanthe,
and
as the Courts of
is headed by Mrs. Mary A. 3 p.m. program will be Rev. diamilimassamatimmaums•••
I
A.E. Campbell. pastor of he
Sanders of Memphis.
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
U
church.
Baptist
Columbus
is
host
pastor,
Rev. Hooks,
the Supr,mne Worthy Counselor M. Mitchell is chairman of
$125:
•
of the Courts of Calanthe and Men's Day. and E. Fly co•
in the position heads the na- chairman. Harold Perkins is a Effective November 29 1 965
•
P.M.
8
A.M.-6
tional organization of the order. to-chairman.
•
•
pastor
is
Johnson
Brady
Rev.
Cr
25
one
sat
It
at
sun.
order
Pythian
Monday
The
U
.
•
M
P
6
te
M
A
8
Doer
Sat
Antioch.
I
II
time was one of the largest of
a
thru
PA
P
2
to
A.M
It
Open
sun.
X
a
Friday
a
X
O

BTW Class '46
Will Stage Party

Antioch Men
Plan For Day

i CAR WASH

(

Let's Co
To fie

.

•
WASH
CAR
AVE.
•
R
SUMME
•
•
a
Baltic
at
Summer
3100

FREE

•

Ploasaas•aanamams•mamaaaar

411 Your Clothes
Mildew Proofed, Moth Proofed,
Odor Proofed & Sized.

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

• $100
WINNER

(
SUMMER
MONEY
SAVER

FIRST NATIONAL

BANKAMERICARD
4
1.04e/A

Mrs. Earline Gray

L

Amory. Miss.

TWO BEST PEACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

Ladies Suits, Plain
Ladies Dresses,'Plain
Ladies Coats, Plain
Men's Suits
Men's Overcoats

•

367 Union
527-4471

SET
SOIN'TO

2989 Summer
323-5594

SHIRTS "Like you like 'em" 5fers1 15
LADIES

Mrs. Bobbie
Jean Christopher
Millington, Tenn.

BE A WINNER
May"Let's Go To The Races"
every Saturday Night 7 to
7:30 P.M. Chapel 5 WMC-TV.
Shop BIG STAR and Save. QUALITY STAMPS.
age

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Skirts, Plain
Blouses,
Sweaters, Plairf

plain

$500
WINNER

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

Slacks, Plain

Mrs. Louise Wright
1066 Delmar

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

Beautifully Cleaned & Pressed

Peter Pan Cleaners
899 E. Mclemore
ONE HOUR SERVICE
946-1205

4

$500
WINNER

1560 Netherwood
SAME DAY SERVICE
.375-1544

BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tenssssse
46\11
"YOUR Company Makes What Mai Ask For And
Creates Whet You Think Of"

4

$500
WINNER
Mrs Mamie Williams
697 No. 4th Street
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orea: After War Comes Success
of
enemies
but Park did not turn hislcountry
c o mmon
still the
there existed
back.
poverty, corruption and corn-i South Korea and other emerg•
-Korea," the dapper little He said that within his ownlmunism, and he said they were tog nations of Asia.
man on the platform at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria told his
audience of American business- 50£ 100 PROOF 01ST FROM CRAPS STF PIERRE SHIRNOFF ELS (DIY CIE sruptrlw> MARTFORD CONS
men, "is yesterday's Vietnam."
And it is true that Americans
seeking a ray of hope in the
dismal gloom of the war in
Vietnam can find it in Korea,
divided as is Vietnam and like
Vietnam the victim of a war
between pro and anti-Communist forces
that
be:ore
its end 13 years ago cost
close to 500,000 South Korean
lives.
The speaker on the Waldorf
platform
last
March
was
Choong
Hoon
Park, South
Korea's minister of commerce
and industty, who came to
the United States to tell a
success story which 13 years
would
have
ago
se,med
impossible.
This writer served as a
correspendent in Korea during
that war and has had a similar
role in South Vietnam.
I first saw Korea in the awful
winter of 1951. The stackNi-up
bodies of the frozen civilian
dead along the road to Sunwon
south of Seoul, the capital,
and finally Seoul itself, the
shattered dome of the capitol
building, the shanties of the
refugees, the orphans, and the
ruin of war.
Memphis tate University,
In that war, after the Chinese
with Mr. Mosely from left
his volume at the Saturday
THE TORCH GLOWS—Clifand Mrs. Joyce Springfield.
came in there were many times
to right are: Mrs. Carolyn
Luncheon Group's meeting,
ton Mosely. author of "The
when it seemed it would be endGarner. Mrs. Rachel Powell,
Julie 24, 1%7 at the ImperTorch Glows." a book deal- less.
Dr. Elizabeth Phillips of
Standing
ial Restaurant.
ing with teachers, reviewed
The Chinese have not yet
come into this war, and it
Voter Registration
seems doubtful not that they
will. But it is fought by the
The deadline for registering
North Vietnamese Communists
with the same doggedness of
BOLD NEW TONIC DRINK
to vote in the August election
purpose and it too, often times
was July 8.
seems endless.
Crisp-clean-cold-the Smirnoff Skyball leaves all other tonic drinks back
The recent Voter RegistraSeoul just weeks
But
on
the pad. Bolder.Colder. With a taste that goes lots farther. Because there's
tion campaign was directed by
ago a proud President l'ark
not too much mixer to dampen the fuel. Pour Srnirnoff on-the-rocks. Add
Chung Hee took the oath of
Gerald A. Fanion.
'office for a second four year
tonic. Lime if you like. Whoosh! Nothing on earth more delicious!
term and pledged his adminiNAACP Meets Sundays c I C A G 0 I L L . — 31st st. last April.
' The
Daniel stration to an Asian version of
hero.
other
leaves you breathle.ss
T w O N e g r o residents re- Vartlardo saw the man fall' Johnson, 38 of 7843 S. East the great society.
vorKA
It is a human frailty to turn
The Memphis branch of the
for
cited
was
ave..
End
heroism
for
awards
ceived
into the water and leaped in'
unpleasant
National Association for the
chasing down and capturing one's back on the
c e remony followitsgl
a
Advancement of Colored People at
51 fully clothed, without regard a man, who had stolen a
will hold its regular mOnthly James C l'sk's weekly n e w for his own safety. But thel car near Johnson's home.
Tuesday.
nearly
meeting on Sunday, July 23. at
m an
'panic-stricken
the Mount Olive CME church Robert Varnardo, 28, of pulled Varnardo under with After making the capture,
thief
brought the
at Linden and Lauderdale st. 2108 S. Homan ave., was him. According to police re- Johnson
scene
Varnerthe
to
back
car
incident,
the
and
the
of
ports
attempt
futile
his
All members and friends are cited for
fortunate to escape of the crime where he was
urged to be present when the to save a fisherman from do was
I arrested.
life.
his
with
at
lake
the
in
drowning
p.m.
4
meeting starts at
- - — --conlisk said the award presentation "w a a an indication
Vist—
of what can happen when
acts to help another
•
someone
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
in distress."
Varnardo is married and
-•
the father of four children
from 7 to 2 years old.
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst

nothing on earth more delicious

Negro Pau- Win Cops'
Awards For Bravery

SKYBALL

int

c
ci
,orce.

SUPER
SALE

The Little
Profit Dealer

Johnson is a bachelor.
Six other civilian awards
were presented to the group
for their -alertness, prompt
action and meritorious service to Chicago police and to
the citizens' communities."
The presentations were part
of the Chicago Police De
partment's Operation Crime
Stop. A spokesman for the
department said more than
3.000 crimes have been solved
since Operation Crime Stop
was started.

At Rock Bottom Prices
'65 Ford $1210
'64 Ford $1225
a.rlaiiir. 4 door, air condi..
tioned. 6 cylinder, automatic.
radio and heater. White wall
fires.

. 530 wagon, a
Farr
54 aeoma.,,,, (a.
di, and heeler.

'65 Chry. $2020

'65 Ford $1910 ilk
.

Convertible, V.II, a ulonlat,c.
radio and heater, white wall
+ -C'-

•

LTD, 2 doer hardtop, air conditioned, white wall tires, automatic.

'63 Ford

'65 Cher. $1660

Falcon vision, 6 cylinder, automatic, radio end hooter,
•• wail t rer

$915

'63 Cher. $1640

'64 Ford

Comaiie conyerriale. VS. ay.
'emetic, radio and heater,
caroms wheels, red band tires,

Fa ,con etetion iwerran,
automatic. radio and
mem% white wall tires:

'65 Ford

'50

Fairlane 4 door,
4 cylinder. •utornaitic, reelvo,
• is 4 heater,
white well tires.
air conditioned:

DELIVERS

$1235

-11M-.

Galasie SOO conve,tible.
automatic, radio and heater,
white wall tires.

'63 Cher. $1045
Chewy II, convertible, automatic, 8 cylinder, radio and
heater, white w all tires.

'64 Olds $1565
4 door, power I air, automat,c,

'65 Ford $2395
Thunderbird. 2 doer hardtop,
it ;:rj.zethite
wrai:11 fir.,.radi o andhett

'65 Olds $2195
Station wagers. 9 passers's%
air, white wail tires, radio
and heater.

'65 Ford $1980
Will?. 6 passenger,
radio end heater, air, outer,.tic.

Country

'66 Ford
Fairlane 806 Xi.
2 deer herdtoe. es•wer
steering a rid
air,

V.S.

Auto.

roatic.

Thunderbird Convertible, radio and healer, full power
and air, white wall tires.

2 door hardtop, radii. and
heater. automatic, white well
t ni. air concrtioned.

'65 Ford $1330
Country sedan, radio and
Neer% 9 passenger, 4 cylinder,
standard transmiss,on.

'65 Merc. $1780
4 door, power steering, radio
and heater, air conditioned,
white wall tires.

'62 Ford S1105
Gelar4 SOO 4 door, en* owner, 22,000 miles, V.8, &ea
medic, power Ifil•flAq.

'64 Ohm $1550

4 door, radio aid •heater,
white well that, air. power

Impala convertible, V-8, auto.
emetic, radii) and heater, whits
wall tires.

FREE Use for One Year.
Call and We Will Moll You Entry rank.

NOBODY WALKS AWAY
The Me Profit Doolor

•• HERFF FORD.
2450 SUMMER

•••• 0 ••••••
•

•• • 0

401

She demonstrated knowledge
of her job, assuming responsibilities expected of more experienced adjudication clerks.
She mastered her job se well
that she was called on to assist
in the training of new clerks.

'64 Ford $1190

'65. Pont. $1805

OPEN NITES

Mrs. McDonald, adjudication
clerk in the Adjudication Division, was selected for the
honor because of the high
quality of her work, Nasei•
said.

'64 Ford $2080

REGISTER TODAY 14 MUSTANGS 1

•

CHICAGO ILL.—
Mrs. Ruth McDonald, of 628
W. 61st pl.. has been selected
I to receive a "Superior Performance Award" it the Veterans Administration Regional
Office according to John B.
Naser, Manager.

$2025

with approved credit

'66 Ford $2070

Mrs. McDonald
Honored By VA

$740

Impala Sport Coupe 2 door
hardtop. radio and l'alter. 4
in floor. white all tires.

Take a
boat to
Bermuda

1

-For - her performance, Mrs.
McDonald received a cash
award and certificate, Naser
said.

4

Mrs. McDonald has been an
Veterans
employee of the
Administration since 1958.

Pastor's Wife To
Speak At Church
Hopewell Baptist
The
church at 11 Bonner st.. Holly
Springs, Miss., will observe
its annual Women's Day on
Sunday, July 23, at 3 p. m.,
and the public is invited.
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Lillie J. K. Lofton. licr
theme will be "A Woman and
Responsibility."
She is the wife of Rev.
Ralph Lofton, pastor of the
church.
. The public Is invited.

ti

Let yourself go with Bancardcheks
The $500 loan privilege which you get with
Bancardcheks can help finance your best vacation ever. And Bancardcheks are so handy
—cashable anywhere like travelers checks,

but there's no tee for using them.Get details
now at any Union Planters Family Banking
Center, or phone 532-2911. Enjoy a vacation
free of money problems.

Union Planters
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Moise Tshombe
countries 1
Evidence assembled by a special
Most of the African
emerging from the night of colonialism investigative committee of the United
to the dawn of independence and self- Nations linked Moise Tshombe with the
rule have suffered the acute pang of the men who murdered Lumumba. Since
transition. None, however, has had the some Europeans were involved in the
bitter, blood-letting experience of the assassination, the UN report was supformer Belgian possession — the Congo. pressed to avoid international complice.
From the very day it proclaimed its in- tions.
dependence, the Congo became the scene
Last week, Tshombe's plane was hi_
of carnage, pillage, incredible atrocities,
jacked and forced to land in Algeria.
confusion and criminal orgies of the most
The Congolese government asked for
revolting kind.
his extradition. He had been living in
These early disorders in the life of Spain since 1964. He was convincted in
the new born state were brought about absentia for treason under the present
by Moise Tshombe, the self-styled pre- regime headed by Gen. Joseph Mobutu.
to
him
mier of Katanga Province, who refused A military court sentenced
to recognize the authority of the central death. No doubt the sentence will be
government in Leopoldville, the capital carried out if Tshombe is returned to
the Congo. His activities even while in
now called Kinshasa.
exile have brought much grief to the
Without the support of minerally
Congolese people.
rich Katanga Province, the Congo govSince he is a puppet of the colonial
ernment could not establish order and
retain its constitutional hold on the peo. powers, they may find ways and means
pie of the other provinces. What, how_
ever, intensified the internal struggle
and prolonged the national crisis was the
imprisonment and subsequent assassi..
nation of Patrice Lumumba, Congo's
first premier and most respected pa.

A Point Of View
Riots are ruinoius to races. formerly. In the city "hands''
wether they are political races like that can't handle preor any segment of the human cialon machinery. They are too
clumsy...and black. The posrace.
From this point of view the seesors of such "hands" be
NegroIs not making real gains come the "rejected". Rejection
with the current exploitation of leads to frustration. Frustration
the "long, hot summer" con- messes up hope. And the loss
cept of race protest activity, of hope leads to desperation...
The over-ail result is that tho and riots.
applogists for riots
Negro is the one who is The
hurt most by riots. More make a strong point with the
Negroes get kil led...more foregoing arguments.
h u r t... more But the fact still remains...
i Negroes g e t
Negroes find their condition the basic fact...riots are not
worsened. All Negroes find helping the Negro in the United
themselves with an altered States. Any fool can die.
"image" in the minds and Should death be restricted to the
eyes of their white fellow poor and needy? Is death the
citizens. And it is not reasonable only out for the hungry Ind
to figure that the altered disadvantaged Negro or white
Negro "image" will necessarily person? Why aren't the "redisadvantaged'
a, n d
tie to the advantage of the race iected
whites not rioting? What's
In general,
Of course, there are viewsleeping them from the streets?
that the riots serve to ciramatisetWhy won't what is keeping
and point up the conditioathem quiet, keep the rejected
of the disadvantaged Negroes in and disadvantged Negro quiet
the urban... and even rural Where are the whites StokeleY
ghettos of America, Racial Carmichael'? The Negro is not
apologist gloss over the riots the only disadvantaged Ameriwith arguments that recall can. Perhaps he is the longest
what all of America knows... and most .disadvantaged. But
pLmpelely,livith
n
nsat joblessobjeet people, is there no genius of leaderpoverty' shin in America that can sugin
...people living with rats andlest a way out of such a Gemroaches...people pounding on ma other than riots and ristorpavements
with
other tion of the image which the
no
place to go except into the in- Negro needs to build in Amen tenors of foul-smelling son- ca?
called "apartments" are prone Articulate and accepted Negro
to "blow" with the slight en- leaders and spokesmen
are
couragement. The plight of the virtually uniform in their dis
Negro, does border on the approval of "the long, hot
desperate.. particularly
t h e'aummee. rioting which is betype of Negro who is rioting coming associated with the
in America's cities. These are urban Negro. It's high time
the forgotten onea...they are that the best brains of both
the Negroes who have been races apply the American
forced off the farms and into principle of reform rather
the paveihents by machines and than revolution to this matter
meanness. They have virtually,. .it's a time for ballots rather
no skills to sell on the labor than bullets. Let's vote igainst
market. They were tient "hands riots.

t.ark•ftel,,.

"ilea !,,ti's hwhoenehm. Weekly"
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JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS

Do Find Out Who
Your Friends Are

to prevent his execution or extradition.
They may go so far as to give clandestine
support to a revolt against Gen. Mobutu
and his administration. Such an inter_
people
plunge the
would
vention
of that unhappy land once more into a

A GUST COLUMN

erin looking friends rode in a
cab
from the 80's down to the
By ALFRED DUCKETT
Village, listening to a tirade
(This week's Jackie Robinabout the Mayor by a cabbie
son column has been Liken .
who
called Mr. Lindsay "an
over, at Mr. Robinson's re:,
baptism of blood.
triot.
hcle drTiovnt
r for
e'
quest, by AlfrAesdsocDiautcekdetN
folks.'
o Ise
tegdriI
•
rector of The
• rancteod on about
Press). Robinson will resuinelhow the Mayor
had allowed
next week.
'colored people to take over the
I have several friends who
WAREHOUSE DESTROYED IN CAIRO
police, the firemen ("they even
•
The defeat of Rep. Quie's amend- deterred compliance with the prohibitive
Southern Illinois city. The death of a Ne- Tate did not color Negro. They
The Two Rivers Oil Co. gasoline warehouse
andigot
a nigger Commissioner
have fair complexions
gro soldier in the city jail was believed to
was destroyed in a fire in Cairo, Ill. The
ment to the currently proposed Educa- provisions of Title 6 of the Act.
blow hair. Although they nevertn charge of the firemen") and
have touched off the incidents. (UPI Tele. seek to pass for anything
Federal aid on a large scale to the fire was believed to have been started by
tion bill nipped in the bud a clandestine
butIthe Board of Education.
photo)
fires
by
marked
unrest
Racial
firebombs.
beschools
Negro, they are often mis- „Next
attempt to subvert the original and elementary and secondary
thing you know,'' this
and reported looting spread through t e
taken for whites. At times,
fundamental purpose of federal aid to came a reality only two years ago .and
because no one suspects their cabbie told my friend. "He'll
elementary and secondary schools. Quie, only after a generation of bitter con_
true identity, they are able to be trying to Pass a Law
•
learn some secrets which I, To Let
a dyed-in-the_wool Republican from Min- troversy. In the absence of overwhelm_
Dailies
Go
With
strictly Afro-American looking, Your Daughter."
nesota, has summoned his kinetic energy ing public demand for revision of the
would never be able to disMy friend was almost at his
to drag a partisan bone into the equa- program, it was irresponsible of repre-i
cover.
destination. So he decided to
sentative Quie and his Republican coltion.
Three of these friends have lower the boom.
leagues to reopen the wounds that had '
had the opportunity, on difHis was a plot to nullify the auferent occasions, to be in the "Well," my friend said quietbrought pain and grief to the probing of white
I think you are quite
thority of the Office of Education by giv.
of whites who hate
company
these fundamental questions.
SALISBURY, N.C. — Twelvelrus counties in a racially free es and shooting intc homes.
1,3:r:set about Mr. Lindsay, It
John
V.
Lindsay. The dislike'
ing the states sole jurisdiction over the
omanner."
I white men, some reported :i
.
! They will appear for a formal
happens that I won't have
for the New York Mayor is so
,
Soon or late the American people i be members of the Ku XIUX If convicted. the 12 face'arraignment
use of federal school funds. Such a step
in
Greensboro based on the fact that he
problems with my daugh'
te
, n p e
would abrogate the specific provisions must be reconciled to the fact thatlKlan. were arrested by FBI prison terms up to 10 years Aug go
an
done
'
incredible and a rare
agents at dawn Tuesday and and $10,000 fines, or both.
,of my outward skin coloring,
thing.
of Title 6 of the 1964 Civil Rights Act school desegregation is a major item in charged •
officials
refused
FBI
to say
th terror The men were brought be-1
2
.1 happen to belong to that
and the guidelines prescribed under it. the catalogue of unfulfilled civil rights1 campaign to prevent school fore U.S. Commissioner Johrewhether the men were mem- He has gone straight down the cats of people which you mispriorities. Th,e Supreme Court decision!integration in two North Caro- Holshouser for a preliminary hers of the Klan, but file line with his pre-election com-ltakenly call niggers.'"
Representative Edith Green, Demobond hearing and were later pictures released by the FBI mitment to regard every New i
of 1954 on this burning issue was meant lina counties.
The cabbie became so nerthe
freed on bonds of $2,500 each, in Washington showed seven Yorker as entitled to equal op-i
said
FBI
12.
The
including
crat of Oregon, a woman of strong con.
that he side-swiped a
to usher in a new day and provide a Rowan County Register of They were charged with of the 12 in Klan security portunity, regardless of race! veus
ar
in
ked
car. He had nothing
victions on the rights of racial minori.
new estimate of American citizenship in Deeds James Wayne DaVill, conspiring to intimidate Ne- guard uniform. It was not or religion or color. It has be to say for the
rest of the trip.
how long ago the "file come quite obvious that when!
known
ties, offered an amendment which would
dynaofficials
by
and
conspired
''to
groes
41,
prevent
the context of an enlightened social
I
of
think
this
incident when
pictures"
made.
Mr.
were
Lindsay
he
gaid
business
thought
school officials from operating miting" churches and
require strict observance of the civil
order:
crossthe Negro ought to have an' read in the newspapers that
burning
and
establishments,
Rowan
in
Caber
schools
rights provisions and which would make
About 30 agents made Tues- equal chance, he meant it.
a group of young people hissed
day's arrests in a swift roundup So there are many white and booed the Mayor recently
Any attempt at modifying or nulthem applicable uniformly throughout
that took less than an hour. folks who have joined the when he visited Harlem. We
lifying this mandate on America's corn.
the nation.
The agents also seized a "we hate Lindsay" clubs. The understand the need for jobs
mitment to its black citizenry will
to bear would also be hand- virtual arsenal of weapons membership of these clubs and in fact, in our work with
A coalition of Dixieerats and racist
GOLDEN
HARRY
By
eventuate in racial clashes of unbeliev_
roly-poly fat kid including rifles, shotguns, pis- soared when the Mayor put up the Uptown Chamber of Comsome, a
Republicans smothered the Green pro..
able dimension. For the Negro's patience After my illness last winter
tols, knives, bayonets, ammu- an all-out, valiant fieht for the merce in New York, we're are
.with black curly hair.
oosal. Instead, they approved by 116 to
trying to do all we can to help.
with the classification, liabilities and during which I was com- I b e c a m e Americanized nition and ammo belts. One of Civilian Review Board.
lei is the Mayor.
,But
waste the months
There
to
are
63, an athendment by L. H. Fountain,
quite
pelled
a
few
taxithe rifles was silver.
frustrations of second class citizenship
cab drivers in the "betel It seems a bit curious th3t
from Christmas to Easter quickly enough to start worryDemocrat of North Carolina, that would
is exhausted. It is this frustration, fed in the hospital. I lost over ing about being too fat. My mo- Local FBI agent Robert Lindsay" clubs. Some can't we should express resentment
prevent deferral of school funds to any
by organized opposition to his rightful 40 pounds. Since then, I t,lier consoled me with the Murphy, FBI Director J. Ed- stand him because he has set alpinist a man who is so heartilistrict that practices segregation until
no longer put this
gar Hoover and U.S. Atty. out to find ways to correct ly hated by our real enemies.
place in the American social stream, that find I can
jsimple truth, "In America,,
poundage back on.
Gen. Ramsey Clark praised the the practice of discrimination In this life, summertime or
after the district has been given a pub.
drives the American black man into the If overeating is a bad my son, the fat man is al-1,North Carolina state bureau of,against New Yorkers of color wintertime,
it pays to know
ic hearing.
bosom of the concept of Black Power. habit, so are meals sensibly ways the boss and the skinny investigation (SBI for its work by cab drivers.
who your friends are. (A
-NP
prepared. B u t it is as man is always the bookkeeper." in the investigation.
One of my non-Afro-Ameri- Feature)
This action, by standing vote, is do. Some people may make mockery of it,
though a mystical part of my
Dressing evidence of further ersvion of saying that it is impractical, too radical, pe:sonality has been subtracted;
!nforcement of the Civil Rights Act of too out of joint with the conceptual phi- I was always the fat kid and;
What kind of,
1964. The federal aid-to-education pro_ losophy of racial amalgamation. But it proud of it. too.
a John Carradine can I be
the
analysis,
final
the
grams are not working successfully. may well be, in
niyvvve•a y:
ere poor when I wasiThe
Many Southern school districts, inspired only effective means of hastening the
by Alabama's defiance of the guidelines fulfillment of the dream of full citizen-!young and there was poverty(
By HARRY GOLDEN
screening,
think we are crazy."
all around us But our whole •
gcoV,ical expedition, his Cub
against segregation, have delayed or ship and irreversible equality.
family life centered on the Nothing so relaxes a man
er
Pablo,
what
"Ah,
bad news Painting a screen door is an out pack, his nine innings
dining room table. I was as painting the screen door.
in
Montparnasse
about a c t of supreme importance. of superb control. That afterhear
I
10 years old and already.It invests him with a sense
of trustworthiness and wreath- your painting everything blue?" John Tyler, the first Vice Preat noon I paint the screen door is
weighed 117 pounds. If
Though the fighting is over the Gaulle has tarnished his reputation as dawdled over my food, my es him with a certain aura Dab here. A daub there.
dent to succeed to the White .the afternoon I realize what
complained, of intense romance. On a
mother always
war of words goes on, and 200 MIG being a man of high spirit and honest "Look at him: nothing but sunny afternoon a man re- "What do they say about me, House, is supposed to h ay e ; nature is all about.
learned of Benjamin Harrison's Sion
motives.
screen doors need paintskin and bones." In all the volves through several roles. Henri?"
fighters are reported to be on their way
death while pia ing mart-ilea ,
homes I knew as a boy on, He is Ch a r I ton Heston's
qe,,uyierky
at
or five
with
his
sons.
impressed
be
to
not
hard
rate,
is
this
it
Yet
At
Egypt.
to
from Russia
the Lower East Side of New fifichaelangelo Tony Fraticio- "The - say you are crazy."
ythegarso,nolnye
what
lyfourrealizes
enough
of
convenience
always
glory
was
cultural
the
York, there
sa's Goya, K irk Douglas's r use. Hold the brush aloft. A senate courier hustled him a rare
there will be no peace_making; and no with
occurrence wielding the
coinciding so neatly, a n d i food. It is no wonder I was Van Gogh, Mel Ferrer's El 'Well, crasy is it? I've beard on a horse and then galloped
fields
oil
and
from
withdrawal
no
means
-making
peace
is
!brush
Since one also realizes
off to Washington. Had he been
rctOPolY•
Greco andif
at the same time, with France's need to
much this same thing about painting a screen door, hOW - that painting and hanging the
Because I was roly-poly, he lacks a pair
Sinai or the west bank of the Jordan by
diversify her sources of oil.
you, Henri. They say Matisse ever, you know Harrison's cabi-!screen doors is really wifey's
I became the dividend for the of saw horses,
the Israeli forces. Why should they leave
'neighborhood. Neighbors used he is Jose Fer' crazy because he thinks net would have waited No one, chore, the experience come
if the Arab governments will not come
The general is willing to sacrifice to beg my mother to send rer's
Toulouse
there is such a thing as post. In the immortal words of W.C. along once in a
great while.
Fields, wants the flies to get
impressionism.to terms with them?
Israel in order to promote French in.,me around to do chores after Lautrec. So m •
most parents. of t h e great
Like
school
j
everything.
of
best
the
One
gets
to
paint
the screen
teresta in the Arab world. And he is do- my mother had no ides of moments in a r t
Paint the joint with a white
What is disappointing is Gen. di
door
wifey
her
when
visits
heat here. "Never mind, Pablo. For the city boy, the m a n
at the expense of the truth. His'how much I, a child of 10, history are roc
Gaulle's throwing of his weight on the ing it
mother
because
that
and
realizes
painting
who
fresh
both
early
will
we
in
hang
Someday
stand is going to make it more difficult really knew. I knew a lot. reated by talk
side of the Arabs. In accusing Israel aa
air goes to your stomach and hanging a screen door is a lot
the Louvre!"
knew the neighbor was ing to yourself
I
lit
16111
between
Silence, a little while. "The kills you, that screen door be- better than having her mother
clash of arms in the Middle East, de to settle the dangerous conflict
pregnant if she kept lookinic as you delicatecommunity.
I at me the child she was abouti ly line the wood beside the Louvre? You know, Henri, L comes his Audubon Society, hisj visit you. Right? Right.
the aggressor which precipitated the Israel and the Arab

School Guidelines

FBI

Seizes 12 In Klan

School Terror Plot

So what's wrong with being fat?

ONLY IN AMERICA

Screen Door: Life In The Middle Classes
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'Firemen To Train

640 Applicants Sought
By National Teacher Corps

Youngsters In
Safe Water Fun

instruction
swi mming
A
program is slated to be launch.
colleges ed Tuesday morning at a
Chicago-area
methods of teaching disad- Six
By BETTY WASHINGTON
vantaged youngsters.
are p a r ticipating
in the newly constructed pool, at
"I grew up in the slums of
graduate
training
Program.
Roosevelt rd. and May at.
Chicago, and I want to go The interns work as part
De Paul, Roosevelt,
are
They
of a team supervised by an
back there and teach."
Firemen will be on hand to
Loyola, Illinois State, Conexperienced teac her. The
and train local kids
instruct
ambition,
This
expressed
responsibility is split between I cordia, and Northeastern
fun.
water
safe
in
about a year ago, set former the Corps and the Board of nois State.
Chicagoan Faite Mack, 22, Education.
Mayor Richard J. Daley
Interested applicants may
on a course which be now
Recently, Congress appro- contact Miss Kehoe at ths. and Robert Quinn, Fire Deconsiders to be an "exciting priated $3,500,000 for a sumpartment Commissioner,
Board of Education.
for
mer training program
venture."
along with other city offi1,200 to 1,300 new corpsmen.
cials, will be on hand.
Mack is an intern with
was
news,"
said
great
"This
Corps.
the National Teacher
According to informed sources
Mack. "It means we will be
about
to begin his able to
Re is
the program will be the first of
do an even better Job.
second year of service teachits kind launched in a major
ing in Chicago's inner city The young intern's family
city.
schools. He explained, how- now lives in Gary, Ind. But
ever, that his duties are he spent his early childhood
for the beautification of
and
The Roosevelt
Hay' FOUNDERS' DAY — The
the
attending
broad, and include tutoring, in
their
c o mmunities. On
Chicago
Civic
club
Side
West
location is only two blocks
small group instruction, and
elementary school. Drop
front row, from left, are
held its annual Founders'
from the fire hydrant where' Day program on Sunday,
related school and community He is most satisfied with
Roosevelt Jenkins, Roo,ework.
an incident occurred that' July 2 at 70 W. Illinois,
velt Owens, James Bal•
his work with children, '•marty,
of whom had never been
and the guest speaker was
lard, president; Rev. Jake
civil
ignited
disturbances
Let
Teacher interns earn $75 uowntown or to the beach or
Wheeler, Chancy Walton.
Charles Woodall, who adyear.
a week plus $15 for each deh said.
Mrs. Dessie Frazier and
vised those present to work
the aquarium.'e
pendent. But they also receiveCHICAGO ILL.—L.__
full tuition and fees leading Why did he apply for Teach-: The Chicago chapter of the
to a master's degree at the er Corps? "It was simple,"
.
Congress of Racial Equality'
expense of the Teacher Corps. he said. "Most of the kids
(CORE) has designated three'
5'h0 graduated with me from
Mack, this week, is helping who
locations where food bound for Right
were going to the
theicollege
line up applicants for
starving Negro families in Miscorps at Roosevelt University. suburban schools. But I knew
sissippi may be dropped off.
that I would be most need.
Some 540 applications are
Robert Lucas, local CORE
being sought for 54 available;ed in the inner city.
said the food st Negroes,
chairman,
positions, Mack said. He ex
"In the urban schools, the
plained that the 10 to 1 ratio
tions are located at 413 E. Oaksmart. That is
provides a larger pool from children are
important land blvd., 9 N. Keeler ave., NEW YORK — A former'communicate must be tackled," may change: society may demost
the
of
one
which to make selections.
things we found out. They teach and the organization's office at member of the Student Non- declared Mrs. Smith.
cide that it can live with us on
Mayor Richard J. Daley' us as we are teaching them. 4305 S. South Parkway.
violent Coordinating Committee
equal terms. It may even deAlthough she expressed re- cide to join hands with us to
has
this week This thing about the disproclaimed
hence. charged in Redbook magazine gret that the present goal of
in- build a country where all of us,
Teacher Corps Week. The advantaged child not being Lucas said the project
leaves the
to
right
the
vote
that
forth will be called "Operation
"unattainable." white and black, can live."
i mportant, able to learn is a myth."
is
proclamation
Negro "no better off' than he tegration is
Mack f e els, because the,
Dinnertable." He urged all for- was before, because "the link Mrs. Smith said that the Negro
Mrs. Smith and her husband,
ola .
program has proved success ' Nancy Adams, a 22 year
Mississippians now living between voting and partaking needs "those few white people Frank, currently operate a janadded,mer
Boston,
Intern
from
ful here.
of the benefits of society exists who are genuinely interested in itorial supplies and household
"I think we might have expect- in Chicago to "lead the way"
helping" to instruct him in the
at the pleasure of society."
drive.
food
big
the
in
in Greenville, and
Out of the 62 interns who ed to find dull eyed children
knowledge held by the larger goods store
develop an econto
hoping
are
worked last year in Chicago slouched behma their desks But he said the report that Describing the American
society.
mic base for tlie Negro comin 16 schools, 39 plan to re- when we began interning. But Negro families "are actually age of a society of free men as
turn to work with the come we have been e:zcited to find starving to death" should bring a "joke," Mrs. Frank Smith of Mrs. Smith expreved the be- munity there. They are also
in
September. Another 16 bright eyes and a tremendoui about a united effort between Greenville, Miss., said there is lief that after the black com- working to establish a vocationhave completed requirements enthusiasm for education or black people and white people "not room in American society munity has become strong in al training and literacy prothe game gram, according to Redbook.
for
master's
and the part of the students and in this humane cause.
degrees
for most black people." She Itself, "the rules of
work
will
as certified teachers their patents."
called upon Negroes to build
Lucas has urged a letter-writ- "strong black communities" in
in Chicago schools, he said.
In the coming school year, Miss Jean Kehoe. teacher lag campaign to encourage lo- order that they may "Lead full,
coordinator, explained cal and national officials to rich lives."
Teacher Corps members will corp
that applicants need not have support on going food supplies
be assigned to 32 schools.
or train- for the Southern Negroes. He In a copyrighted article In
TO
The purpose of the corps, previous experience
asserted that to send only the current issue of Redbook,
as
ing
teachers.
Mack explained, is to offer
enough food to feed a family just released, Mrs. Smith de
better educational opportuni- Applicants who are not se- one meal would be "a cruel eared that ,the call for black
in
work
Chicago,
to
lected
ties to children from lowgesture."
power came about because of
income families. But it also or those whose preference is
"white deception" in assurance
• Getwell at Barron
• Laurelwood Center
provides training for college for high school teaching will Donations may be sent in that the Negro can lead a mean.
•Chelsea at Thomas
•Notional at Jacksan
graduates and some junior have their application consid- care of "Operation Dinnertable' ingful life in the present soc•
•Northgat• Shopping Ctr.
•Quince ot Sea Isl.
and senior year students in ered for other localities.
to P.O. Box 6551, Chicago 60680. iety.
•Southland Mall
.• Macon at Wells Station
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FOOD DRIVE

CORE Tells
Off
rop-Off
points

To Vote No Help To

Rights Worker Says'

Rebecca Ballard. On second row, same order, are
Johnnie Jenins, Mrs. M. C.
Mrs. V irginia
Mollie,
Whitson, B. J. Washington,
Mrs. Lillie M. Davis, Mrs.
Lizzie Hellion and Mrs.
Freddie Howard. On back

rots, from left, are Miss
Carlease Moss, Mrs. Leath* McMurray, Rev. C. J.
11:a ris, Mrs. Ethel Lee
Miller and Morse Miller. ..

THE EMBASSY CLUB.
Presents:-

"THE FATS SONNY .COMBO"
Dining & Dancing
Open Seven Nights A Week

JAZZ SHOW
Every Sunday Evening
From '5 p.m. to 9 p.m..
We Cater to Private Parties
Call 942-9290
1252 E. McLemore
Mose Lynorn, Manager
ameriONSIONV

TwH E R IEGsHETR VE
NINE CONVENIENT
LIMIT
DEL FARM FOOD
STORES

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967

MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

"The majority of Americans
are acting either in unbearably
bad faith or in tragic ignorance
when they project to their children the image of an American
society where all men are free
and equal," she said.

Save Del Farm cash register tapes
for a 1% refund to your church or
favorite charity.

Mrs. Smith, who was raised
in the North and is a Phi Beta
Kappa graduate of Howard University, said that at one time
she believed that American socI.
liety was sincere in its promise
'to "correct the oppressed condition of the Negro people."
However, as she became more
Involved in working for civil ,
rights through SNCC and the
poverty program, she realized
that the Negro "had been lied
to.,.

526-8207
327-8451

The southern Negroes who
fought so hard for the right to
vote did so because they believe
there was a link between rep- !
resentation in government and
making the government work
for you, according to Mrs. '
Smith.

111

- Standard of thiWorld

MORREL FULLY COOKED
SHANK PORTION

"They thought that with the
right to vote they could end the
exploitation of their labor by
the plantation owners. Thy
thought they could get betti
schools for their children; they
could get sewers dug and sidewalks paved. They thought they
could get adequate public health
facilities for their communities.
And of course they got none of
these.

COUPE DE VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE
tt
.

"We had worked feverishly to
qualify under objective standards for our rights only to
learn that these rights are arbitrarily conferred by those in
power... Negroes were in fact,
not basically better off with this
new right (to vote) than they
had been before; they were still'
poor and without the power to
direct their own lives."
Mrs. Smith said that since
society Is not willing to respond ,
to the legimate needs of the'.
Negro, he must turn inward to
the black community to fulfill
his needs.
"We have to build a broadbased black consciousness so
that we can begin to depend on
one another for economic, poll
healand social support. We,
have to build our own businesses to es_ablish foundaticeas toi
support our own new educatione
al and social ventures.
"We have to make our politi-1
clans responsible to us so that
either they improve our cornmunities or they go. Living,
growing communities must bC
built to replace our strife-rid-I
des ghettos. The problems of
illiteracy and the inability to'

\
• DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY

HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

MADISON

CADILLAC

MISR SO'CAIIII IN STOCK TO CHOOSI PROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY

CRISCO 0111111
lc
WIth coup•n end purchase of 55:00 or more e w •
eluding
Tobocc•, Fresh Milk, foil
and Ice Milk. Limo one coupon per customer.
Coupon oeupiroo July 26, PIO.

vo. 0. *lb

. 0.

gib

11.
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Matching Chair $79

103
Applianceshops
now accept
BankAmericard.

SOFA NOW AVAILABLE
AS A SOFA-SLEEPER

BANKAMERICARD

ONLY

1111=111

(Theysure know
what'scooking!)

The Luxury Look of Leather; Magnificent Sofa in GLOVE
-SOFT NAUGAHYDE
The Handsome Grain, Feel, and Lustrous Coloring of

Expensive Genuine.Leather! For families that like to LIVE IN their dens.
Here is a
sofa that loves hard wear, for it is covered - durable •
a wears like iron end cleans with a damp cloth! Built with selected
hardwood
frames that are doweled, blocked, and glued to stay sturdy ... cush ioned with
you prefer a sofa that makes into a full-size bed yet still looks like a regular costly richlux foam cushions. Choice of Black or Green. If
sdfa this is the design. Only $218.00 as a Sofa-Sleeper. If
you prefer chair will match both pieces.

Regular or Extended Payment available
on the same BankAmericard, another
people service from
FIRST 131
NATIONAL
BANK
1.6.0.1.•••••••••••

armils
,

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••....

$218

For Den ••• Playroom ...or Office!

'
4Da
9

MATCHING DEEP-TUFTED CHAIR $79

ONLY
USE HAVERTY'S EASY TERMS

Shop Downtown Monday 9 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. Suburban Stores 9
A.M. to 9 P.M.

DOWNTOWN
157 South Main St.
Phone 526-5406
PH PARKING AT ALLENIERG'S, 69 REALE

PARK AVE.
3015 Park Ave.
Phone 323.7656
FREE STORESIDE PARKING

SUMMER AVE.
3432 Summer Ave.
Phone 452-7308
FREE STORESIDE PARKING

1

WHITEHAVEN
4212 Highway 51 So.
Phone 196-9496
FREE iTORESIDE PARKING
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Memphis Girl Attends
IMusic And Art Camp
Miss Carolyn J. Brown, 16- during the camp, making the
'ear-old daughter of Mr. and!camp more difficult than many
Mrs. E.L. Robinson of 1557 of the shorter camps.
Merlin ave., is enrolled in the Specialized training is offered
music division of the Midwest- in three bands, two orchestras
ern Music and Art Cady at the and thre choirs, as well as
University of Kansas at Law-lin music theory, conducting.
rence.
and in private study. The camp
Nine guest conductors includ-'ends July 28.
ing Skitch Henderson. former
television musician, and Col.
Vivian F. Dunn, director of the
Royal Marines band in England, will work with the students. camp,

East End Flower
I
Meet
Hods
l
Cub
The
which offers eight
other divisions, including Latin At Mrs. Allen

and science, is unique in that it.
offers six weeks of intensive The East End Flower club
professional training for high iheld its June meeting at the
school students considered tal-lhome of Mrs. Sampson Allen
'of 763 Baltimore on June 29,
ented by camp directors.
and serving as co-hostess with
Miss Brown is a member of
her was Mrs. Lillian Bowles.
the Hamilton High school band,
and plays the French horn in the The vice president, Mrs.
Variety Band at the camp.
Clara Cochran, presided at the
Each of the eight music opening of the business sesgroups will play six concerts sion, and an inspiring devotional \
----- given by Mrs. Ethel McMurty.
Several members were report- 1
ed ill.

What's New?

ANNIVERSARY TEA —
The Magnolia Community
club held its second Anniversary Tea on Sunday,
June 25, from 4 to 6 at the
recreation center at 2158
Wabash ave., and top prize

given away was a beautiful lamp. Members and
guests remarks given by
William Parrish, president
of the Magnolia-Barksdale
Civic club. Seated from
left are members of the

club, Mrs. C. Boyce, Mrs.
M. E. Neville, Mrs. A.
Ilemphrey, Mrs. E. Parrish,
Mrs. E'. H. Guy, reporter,
and
Mrs. H. Robinson,
president. Standing, same
order, are members Mrs.

A. Jones, Mrs. E. Williams,
Mrs. L. Cato, Mrs. C. Walls,
Mrs. A. Edwards and Miss
E. L. Parrish.

Sweet Sixteen Party
For Jacqueline Chism
casion was given in the honor
of lovely
Miss
Jacqueline
Yvonne Chism.
Wearing a beautiful white
sheath dress with a low cut
back, graced by a pink satin
ribbon, she looked radiant as
she stepped through a huge
pink and white heart as her
father presented her a dozen
American Beauty red roses
while the recording of -Happy
Birthday Sweet Sixteen,"
played softly in the background
Jackie is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert H. Chism, Sr.
who resides at 2884 Yale Avenue. She is a member of St.
John Baptist Church, Vance
Avenue where she is a member of the Youth Choir. At
Douglass High School, where
she is classified as a Junior,
she participates in the Intermediate Band, the Elite Social
Club and the Library Club.
She is a very talented young
lady and most artistic. The
beautiful decoratitms and arrangements for the party were
AT BOYS' STATE — Charles creatively hers. At present, her
Gill of Trenton, Tennessee,!aspirations are to be a deson of Mr. and Mrs. George'signer or a psychiatrist.
Gill, 410 Brooks Ave., of Guests present were: Robert
Trenton was a West Tennessee H. Chism, Jr., Theresa Armattendant at Boys' State held our, Helen Boyd, Houston Boyd,
Cookeville, Tenn., last Patricia Clark, Michael CunIn
ningham, Eula D. Burchfield,
month.
--1 Brenda Chism. Brenda Booth,
Linda Cross, Denise Beasley,
Jere Dewitt. Virginia •Fields,
Leroy Frazier, Jacquelyn Jackson, Joyce Hays, Juanita
James, Larry Knox, Osie Lewis, Jr., Relvorie Lott, Reginald
Mosby, Robert Morris, Jr.,
Debra Parson, Milton Parson,
Michael Taylor, Melvin Taylor,
Eddie R. Thomas, Maria WilWilliams
liams,
M a r aret
KINSHASA, Congo — CongoWilliams,
Warren
WatJames
claimed
lese
army troops
Larry Webb.
victory and chased the rem- kins, Jr. and
a - "foreign-mernants
of
cenary" band through the
Memphis, Tenn.
President
j ungles.
African
July 7, 1967'
Joseph D. Mobutu had three
U.S. Air Force transport planes
Dear Betty,
to help him mop up the rebellion.
I thought about you last
T h e government controlled night. We went out to
announced Stoker Furniture Company,
r a dio
Kinshasa
that Congo army troops had+ 1174 S. Bellevue Blvd.,
smashed
t he r evolt and
night and we saw some
routed the mercenaries from last
three Eastern towns where f the wildest furniture.
they staged an armed up- They had styles of furniture
rising last Wednesday. It said that I've never seen or heard
the rebels "were routed and of before and knowing you
are being pursued in the like unusual styles plus
jungles."
good quality, I wanted to
The United States announ- let you know about this
ced about the same time it had store. So when you come
sent three C-30 Turboprop Trans- to town next week to do
port with 150 American
your shopping, be sure to
crewmen and support personnel
save
enough time before
capital
in
to the Congolese
response to a request from you buy to go by.and see
Mobutu for "non-combatant" Stoker's unusual styles.
logistical support to quell the We sure like what we bought)
rebellion.
nd I'm sure you will•too.
Mobutu himself announced the
Tell Larry and Jim to
Meruprising
by "foreign
come
with you and be sure
Wednesday
cenaries" 1 a st
Violent fighting was reported and stop by our house so
by Mobutu's government In ou can see our color TV. Kisangani and Bukavu and The one we bought from
later an uprising was reported Stoker, too. Girl, it's great.
in Kindu.
That's all for now. Will
The Kinshasa radio said
that many rebels "were left be expecting to see you
dead on the battlefield" and next week.
said loyal government troops
had dealt a "smarting defeat"
Your old time girl friend,
to the rebels.
Minister
Congolese foreign
Mary Jane
Justin Bombko said several of
the mercenaries escaped to
Rhodesia in an Air Congo P.S. I forgot to mention
DC3 airplane. Bomboko handed that Stokers' terms are as
a note to the British embassy little as No Down Payment
demanding the return of the with up to 36 months to pay.
plane. The Congo still recog- You can't beat that even
nizes Britain as the authority in
Premier with my old egg beater.
Rhodesia
d e s pite
of
Ian Smith's declaration
in(Ifpendence in 1965.

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNA new concept in towel de- After the president, Mrs. CED — Dr. and Mrs.
sign may well alter the Ameri- Paul Jones, took charge of the James S. Byas announce
can bathroom as it is now meeting, plans were made for the engagement of their
known. Designed by Emilio the club's annual Tea to be daughter Maye Olivia to
Pucci, the Florentine fashion given in October at the home , Edwin Saunders, III, son of
/
3
4 Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Greene
designer, the new ensembles of Mrs. W. H. Cochran.
include items with different i A tasty menu was served and the late Rev. E. Clifton Saunders, Sr. The
but related designs. A wasOY the hostesses.
cloth will pick up a motif from The next meeting will be held bride elect is a graduate
a bath towel pattern, but will with Mrs. C. L. Waller of of Hamilton High School
be a complete design element 2743 Carnes.
and was a member of the
Memphis Chapter Co-Ette
in itself — not merely a reduced version of the same Mrs. Lillian Bowles is report- Club, Inc. She attended
pattern of the larger towel.
Dickinson College in Carer for the club.

Pennsylvania
and
lisle,
Lelloyne
C o I lege. She
will continue her studies
as a • special student at
in
University
Wesleyan
Middletown, Cenn., this
fall. Mr. Saunders is a graduate of Melrose High
School and is now attending Wesleyan University as
a pre-ministerial student.
The couple svill be married
August 27, at the home of
the bride's parents.

The lounge of Universal Life
Insurance Company was the
setting of a Sweet Sixteen
Birthday Party on the evening
of July 7, 1967. This gala oc-

Congo Claims'
Victory Over
Its Enemies

MEMPHIS 1. A RGEST FOOD S1ORL- S
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Woden ,..111)-

2
2

MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
Libby's.

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

WILSON

ROAST BEEF

4 Limit

in natural juice

JACQUELINE CHISM

downtown • union ave. • southland ror.11

CSS

. Miss Dixie
Butter Milk

fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32/
1
2

Catherine's

LIBBY'S
Whole Kernel in Butter

BISCUITS
6 For 45c ()1?.2 for 45c

8 oz.

ADAM

FRED MONTES1

LEMONADE
6 oz.
6 Limit

3 For 25c

OLEO
r,

KNIFE & FORK

Yellow
Lb. I J- Qtrs.

STAR-KIST

TUNA
614 oz. 25C

DRESSES

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

CHUNK STYLE,
LIGHT MEAT

FLOUR
5 Lb. Box

49c

- CUT GREEN
BEANS
15 oz.
-

DETERGENT GIANT SIZE

sizes 167h to 281;i and 18 to 52

reg. 12.00 to 90.00

99

TiDE 3 Lb. 1 oz.

15c

FAB 3 Lb. I oz.

IV

FRED MONTESI 2-1.b. 15 oz.

WITH COUPON
wonderful selection of hot weather fashions at welcome
savings ... casuals, daytimers and dressy dresses
pep up your Summer wardrobe nowt
Ask About Our New Revolving Charge Plea

•

U STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN •
44 S. MAIN
•
UNION AVE. •
1112 UNION
•
WHITIHAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL •

527.6436
274-2065
318-0064

BLUE PLATE

8'

With coupon ond $5.00 orlditional purchase, •scluding
value of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and
tobacco also secluded in compliance with state law).
On• coupon p•r family. Cepoon ergrittno Virdn•oday„
Noon, Jul 26.

New For Weight Control

CARNATION
SLENDER For
2 Lb. 56 oz.Box

I
9
6
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Pirates Fire
Walker;Post
To Murtaugh

Juan Marichal started the
BOMB COMES LATE
Last week in the Major Lea- game with three sparkling ingue annual All-Star game at nings with a net yield of one
Anaheim, California, 46,309 tans hit. Ferguson Jenkins, one of
were on hand to see what had the young pitchers who has
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) —
been billed as a power laden made the Chicago Cubs the surHarry Walker was fired 'Tuescontest dominated by an array prised team in the N.L., worked
day as manager of the sixthof big belters from the long line the middle three frames and
place Pittsburgh Pirates, a
of
number
the
for
record
a
set
of fence busters in the National
strikeouts by one pitcher. The team which the management
League lineup.
believed was the best in the
Obviously this was not the raw boned rookie eclipsed the
National League this year.
the
by
set
five
of
mark
old
script for the 38th All-Star fray
The club named former
which went to the National Lea- great Carl Hubbell when he
Murtaugh,
Danny
manager
batters.
A.L.
six
down
mowed
guers, 2-1, on a dramatic 15th
after
to
way
Walker
gave
who
inning home run by third base- Despite Jenkins' startling perthe 1964 season, to manage the
the
for
tagged
was
he
formance
man Tony Perez of Cincinnati.
club for the remainder of the
The big blow came off a Jim junior circuit's only run. Anseason.
"Catfish" Hunter fast ball which other third baseman, Brooks
Murtaugh agreed to leave his
cleared the leftfield barrier. Robinson of Baltimore, greeted front-office job with the Pirates
his
The heroics of the game were Jenkins in the sixth with
and manage the team with the
fitting with the film capital of game tying home run. Don
express understanding it would
go
Dodgers
the
of
Drysdale
the world a few miles up the
be only to finish out the season.
freeway. The game produced credit for the win and youna
The changes were announced
WELTERWEIGHT TITLE CONTENDER Gypsy
excitement in all facets of the Tom Seaver came in to mop
at a hastily-called news con15th.
the
sport. You would in the final up in
-Joe Harris of Philadelphia relaxes at poolside of
ference by Joe L. Brown, genanalysis have to give an edge • Memphians, watching
the eral manager of the Pirates,
his Dallas hotel during a break from training for
to the pitching which was su- game from their homes or
less than two weeks ago
who
his title fight against Curtis Cokes in Dallas July
perb for both teams. The 12 other favorite TV haunts, were
had said Walker was "my
pitchers recorded 30 strikeouts, glad that the game lasted the
Cokes is balking at the terms of the bout and
24.
h at statement
T
manager."
a record for All-Star play. The record three hours and 41 minmade after a players'
was
it won't come off unless the promoters pays
says
N.L. twirlers posted 17 whiffs utes. Much of the early portion
meeting.
owed from his last title defense and
$20,000
while the Americans' mound- of the game was not seen lochim
Brown explained to newsmen
men sent the opposing hitters ally because the video transa share of the gate of the bout
him
guarantees
that when he made that stateback to the dugout on 13 oc- mission was interrupted by a
ment he had "no idea of firing
with Harris. A ruling is expected from the Texas
casions.
thunderstorm which hit the Walker."
Oldtimers and authorities of city about the time the game
Boxing Commission soon. UPI Telephoto.
"I don't feel hypocritical,"
baseball history knew that they hit the airwaves. Perez was
said. "The managerial
Brown
had a sure thing by placing voted the 1967 All-Star most
The pitching has been far can League.
change was my only choice. I
Pirates' management
what it was tabbed to be. The
from
bets on the N.L. after the game valuable player award. Perez
right thing to do."
was knotted up at the 'and of was switched to third this year feel it's the
of the mound was confident at the start of
leader
The
Walker, who guided the 1965
staff, Bob Beale, has a 10-4 the season that the team was
regulation time, 2-2. It seems after playing first base for the
1966 Pirate teams to thirdand
that the junior league has been pennant contending
Redlegs place finishes, was not around record and has gone 16 straight'a pennant winner, especially
games since April 28 without after the acquisition of Maury
victims of some form of hyp- last season.
when the managerial change
Wills from the Los Angeles
being able to finish.
nosis once these mid-summer
was announced by Brown at a
con. Dodgers and of pitchers Juan
classics go into extra innings.
one-year
a
had
Walker
hastily called neWs conference.
Pizarro and Dennis Ribant.
This was the fifth time extra Sanitation Workers
Murtaugh, who in 1960 1 e d tract to manage the team this However, the -Pirates have
innings have been needed to
reported
was
salary
His
season.
I the Pirates to their first
been falling steadily in the
settle the issue in which player
National League pennant in to be about $40,000.
standings and are now in sixth
pride is the overriding motival VII Be Honored
33 years and their first World The Pirates did not hold him place, eight games off the pace.
tional factor. On each occasion
man
a
was
He
family.
Series championship in 35 in the
the senior circuit has emergedl A nrogram honoring employes
years, was to take over the without a job.
victorious over the A.L. in these'of the Sanitation Department
in Tuesday's twi-night ers as the best team in base- I
team
pre.
be
will
and their wives
marathons.
with the San ball.
doubleheader
Rich Allen, .another third' sented at the Alpha Temple
, Oddly, the world champion; .
Francisco Giants.
God,
Living
the
of
theChurch
of
first
socked
the
sacker,
Brown said Murt a ugk Baltimore Orioles, who were
three homers which accountedp Sunday, July 30th, at 11 a.m.
to meet with the the pre-season pick in the
planned
for the runs scored in the game.; Announcement of the pro(UPI) Floyd,
to the first game. American League, also were NEW YORK
prior
players
Bishop
by
made
was
hamgram
The Philadelphia slugger
denied he
today
Patterson
circuit.
that
in
place
sixth
The 1967 Pirates have been sin
mered his four master off Dean Victor H. Williams, pastor of
the Walker was the second major,has agreed to take part in
Before
team.
disappointing
Chance. Chance, now with the the church.
tournament
e i g ht-man
season, the team was every-league manager fired thisian
Twins, started his career with After the program there
Muhammad
determine
to
Mele
Same
9
one's choice to win the National, year. On June
the host Angeles when they will be a dinner served in
All's successor as heavyweight
League pennant, and was re-was fired as manager of the
Sanitation
the
of
behalf
Stadium
Dodgr
sharing
were
champion.
Amerithe
in
Twins
Minnesota
writ-I
garded by many baseball
in Los Angeles. The second in- DepartNent workers i'ho will
ning smash appeared to be all be special guests for the
the offense needed with the way occasion.
The general public is invited
the Nationals' flame throwers
were mowing down enemy bat- to be present for the unusual
program.

Admiring display used in the Police Athletic
League (PAL) programs are (from left) Dr.
Albert C. Stewart of Union Carbide Corporation and a PAL board member; PAL president U. S. Atty. Robert M. Morgenthau,

DAILY

FRI., AUG. 4 — 8:30 P.M.
ID-SOUTH COLISEUM, MEMPHIS
Presented by George Welts
+
oop
CANNONDBIZAZLLY AGDILDLEERSLPEI yE

l

OQUINTETU N T E T
7NINA SIMON • RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO
JIMMY SMLIN TR!) • HERM MANN OCTET
All seats reserved .

$3.00 - $4.00 • $5.00

Tickets now at: Mid-South Coliseum Box Office
Fairgrounds, Memphis (527-3428)

WAREHOUSE SALE

DAILY

MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS
Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
FIRST NATIONAL

100% Human Hair

BANKAMERICARD

imimelifte
100% HUMAN
HAIR WIGS

WIGS

LARGE wiGLETS

$18.95
WE HAVE EVERY COLOR

SEE US FOR
EXPERT STYLING
$3.50
SPECIAL

LONG FALLS

HANDMADE WIGS

Floyd Denies
ignint act

• ONE NIGHT ONLY!

Patton of Uptown Associates;
Rueben
W. C. Campbell, Eastman Kodak Co., New
York City; and Abe Stark, Brooklyn Borough
president.

349.95
$1 25.00 Value

PHONE

527-3619

STARTING AT

FREE HEAD FORM
J
WITH EACH WIG

$38.95

•

MON CLAIRE INC, OPEN DAILY
14 No. MAIN STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.

UNION
CHEVROLET

2200 LAMAR AVE.
FINAL CLOSE OUT
1967 Chevolets &
All Used Cars

South's Largest
!nye ntory
TOMMY IS WAITING

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS!

For You!

Equity sale offered by owner of a beautiful
2 bedroom, brick home located in Barton
Heights, southwest IMemphis on an attractive
90 X 200 foot lot. B.Q. pit located on bock
lawn. Back lawn completely fenced (chainlink). Near Schools, stores and bus lines.
For additional information
Call Mrs. P. M. Zorzoli

397-9989

CALL TODAY

1181 100.000 PEOPIE CAME TO
THE RACES IN 16 JOIN TIE FRI
Al SOUTILAWS SEASON 17
11.1 time 8 gl.* mielas earl
rue* Wes
Neolis
12riasildiv exceliuii *
perfecta*Nielevery sat.
*ir clitiend level*racE
lie bud kW"*art•
Ors* Ile 1st MI
rms*gm of fro urkii*
OWE 25 cells*iterstate
55sig missrkaus**

SOUTHLAND
SATURDAY MATINEE 1:30 P.M. — LADIES FREE
EVENING POST TIME 200 P.

GET OUR FINAL SALE PRICE
BEFORE THE 1968 PRICE INCREASE
For The Best Deal In Town On
A New Or Used Car

SHOP

UNION CHEVROLET
PH. 324-3671

AMINE

OVER
100 NEW

Cougars!
FULL
PRICE
EQUIPPED

THIS PRICE INCLUDES-8 CYLINDER, RADIO, HEATER,
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, WHITEWALL TIRES, DELUXE WHEEL COVERS, DELUXE SEAT BELTS, PLUS MANY
STANDARD ITEMS THAT OTHERS CHARGE EXTRA FOR

PLENTY OF OFF STREET PARKING AVAILABLE
AT SCHILLING ON UNION

UNE
Add NI Niro plus is your plo•/110 pod -O al Nen
on,
dry Stag Rm.km logoslos my
osEldiftoottrumullist's
bee'

.11.1 want it soil ostreillig.
won th•fag lor

INSTANT BANK
FINANCING
OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 P.M.
EITIA “FRESMINC....
BECAUSE IT'S !WIND
IXTIA DRY
CARL INC BRE WOK
CONPANy,
BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS
Oloullord.,L i.NNW,ba
14•••• of Ow*"Par len

/ ON UNION
LINCOLN • MERCURY • ENGLISH FORD

272.7561

10:00 T05:30

THURS.
Ill. 6:00 P.M.

e•

PP,

-',.0,

.1".•

•
•
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Army Officer Claims Bride At Saint Paul
fai

CITY USHERS' BANQUET
will benefit Owen College.
— Three persons were ho»
Seated, from left, are Dr.
oroed during he annual
Charles L. Dinkins, presibanquet of the City Ushers'
dent of Owen college; 0.
Association last Thursday
J. Armstrong, Frank Kilnight in the Balinese Room
patrick and Mrs. Ablene
of the Hotel Claridge, and
Garner, the honorees; Charproceeds from the affair
-AI__

les Walton, president of
City Ushers' Association,
and Andrew Lee. On second
row, from left, are Mrs.
Lucy Taylor, Mrs. Almeda
Brewer, Mrs. Elsia Cooper,
Mrs. Odell _Minute, Mrs.

Levi Association Wins

Luncheon Group

Long Legal Battle

Honors Author

The Saturday Luncheon Group
The Levi Civic Association. that our club obtained the had
as special guest for lunchInc.. districts 1-2 gave a public assistance from the all-white
eon
t h e IMperial Restauat
announcement of a legal victory club with Mr. Willie Martin,
rant
on
June 24, Mr. Clifton
Weaver
widen
and
reopen
they have achieved recently. to
In an open letter to the asso- Road to Peebles Road with a Mosely, author and school
teacher. The Group is made
ciation members and friends of new bridge being built.
the group, spokesmen for the This .club has always worked up of approximatly 200 Negro
Association wrote as follows: for the best interest of all of the and white women whose main
purpose is to improve race
"We want you to know that pecple of this neighborhood. All
'relations through the fellowship
we are still operating herefore of these improvemetts have attained in
getting together
under our same name and in been received through cur club once a month for
lunch.
order to preserve our rights and its representatives.
of
chairman
is
Crump
E.
L.
we have been in court for
Mr. Mosely complimented
approximately 18 months. How- the Board of the Levi Associa- the group for using the o n e
ever, we are happy to advise tion. David Pearson, president. , weapon that teiuld eventually
you that the final decision
end world conflict, that being,
of the Court was with us. We
meeting for the purpose of
are within our rights to congetting to know each other.
He said, "With the world becomtinue ta operate under our
charter and corporate seal.
ing to be so small through imWe would like to review some
; proved media of travel, it is an
of our club's and president's
advantage for the people of this
work. In the early beginning
nation to first make an effort to
The Fou•-th of July celebra- know each other, thereby makthe president called a meeting
to try to and get lights and tion was t h e occasion for a ing it easier to meet the other
phones in this neighborhood grand "get-together" as well as peoples of the world.''
Mr. Mosely's book. "The
and he was appointed chairman a reunion to r Mr. and Mrs.
to see about it. He called on the B.N. Pernell. 1163 S. Parkway Torch Glows" deals with the
I ate Hon. High Sheriff. Mr.'(east). Their four daughters effects of a dual educational
W.M. Knight, for some assis-; were home and together for the I system. His study was confined
mostly to the DeSoto County,
tance. This resulted in the' first time since 1957.
The daaghters include: Juanita,' Mississippi, school system.
first improvement.
The second improvement was who is now Mrs. Spencer FerIn answer to the question,;
gas and water. Our President guson, of Haywood. California;
'
"Why
was the book so named,"
Powell
Charles
who
Ilars'h.
Mrs.
Dave
Mr.
on
Angeline,
called
was chairman of the Coen,y of Cleveland, Ohio: Esther. and ; Mr. Mosely stated that in the
Commission for assistance. We husband, now Mr.;. Leonard beginning education for Negroes
their three ; in the South was sponsored
obtained his assistance and we, Albritton. and
; children of Milwaukee, Wiscon- by the people of the church, who
got the gas and city water.
The third improvement was; sin: and Deborah, now Mrs.;worked diligently to provide
that our club raised funds tol Lane, who resides in Memphis education. "These people." he
said. "lit the torch of educaput a fire hydrant in this; with the parents.
tion."
He continued by readprotection;
the
for
community
A host of relatives and friends; ing a portion of the introduction
of houses.
for the gala affair. in the book which states...
The fourth improvement wasi were present
"The idealist in this vicinity
and the group of intelligentsia,
which have held the education
system intact, are personalities of unquestionable integrity who have worked and who
are still working unrelinquishgly to improve conditions
" thus the
in this area
Torch Glows."
Mr. Mosely has been a teacher in the Shelby County School
system for several years. He
teaches Social Studies.

The wedding of Miss Annie dices, a single strand elllace tunic-style dress with !diately after the service in
F. Jamison and Leonze Mc- pearls and headpieces sirni- three quarter length sleeves,
;the
a u d itorium. Hostesses
Rae was solemnized on Sun- lar to the bride's,
matching feather pill-box hat,
Mrs. Thelma Phil ips,
were
day, June 24, at the St. Joe W. Brown, Jr., was and accessories.
Clarence L. Mallory,
Mrs.
Paul Baptist church with the best man. Groomsmen were Flower girls were Stacey
an 'l
pastor, Dr. Samuel H. Her- Leroy
Eubanks
J a m ison, Jr. and Jo Brown and' Terri Sargent, ;Mrs. Calvin
ring officiating.
Robert Jamison, brothers of and ringbearer Robert La- Mrs. Leon Henderson.
After a trip to Niagara
The wedding
music was the bride; Walter Plummer, vall Jones.
The flower girls' dresses Falls, N. Y.. the couple will
played by Miss Linda F. Tommy Guy, Jr., Charles
were of white stain with ruff- reside at 35.38 E. Capitol
Herring, Miss Sandra Wright Harris and Jesse Partee.
street, S. E., Washington,
For her daughter's wedding. led sleeves. and bodices.
was vocalist.
peik A reception was held imme- D. C.
a
wore
Mrs.
Jamison
The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Jamison of 1081 N. Seventh. The
groom is the son of Mrs.
Alberta McRae and the late
McRae, and
Mr. R o bert
an officer in the United
at
stationed
Army
States
Fort Belvoir, Va.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a longsleeved gown of silk organza
and Chantilly lace with a
rounded neckline with a sinThe
pearls.
of
row
gle
bride's metilly veil, accented
with a large bow in front,
swept into a chapel train
and extended. She carried
a Bridal Prayer book covered
in lace and nestled in orchids.
Miss Eva Lois Sargent was
Mrs
maid of honor and
Joe W. Brown, Jr., sister of
the bride, the maid of honor.
They wore long aqua A-line
dresses with empire bodices.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
Hummer, Mrs. MarWalter
Lillian Lenow, Mrs. Annie
Doggett, Miss Joy Lynn
vin
Belle Motley and Cleve
Jamison. sister of the brideHolliday. On back row from Mrs. Jean
White
Audrey
left, are Mrs. Cora Rand, Mrs. Robert Jamison and
They
Burke.
Nevill
Mrs. Millie Scott, Jesse Mrs.
Greer, Mrs. Hattie Liggins wore long orange-peach AMR. & MRS. LEONZE McRAE
line dresses with empire boand Henry Foster.

•

CAR CARE CENTER

Family Reunion

SAVE 10

Held On Fourth

COMPLETE BRAKE JOB
INCLUDES...
• ARC Linings

• Overhaul Brakes
• Overhaul Wheel Cylinders

• Bleed Brake Lines

• Clean Backing Plates

e Turn Brake Drums
• Adjust Brakes

OFFER EXPIRES JULY 29th

With insurance...

it's having every available policy,
then picking the one
that suits your client best',
With gins...it's what
suits your taste best. I picked
Gordon's. I find it smoother,
drier, and a great mixer',

Sanders Stone. Prescient of Sanders Stone Inc te among the ten too hie Insurance
salesmen m me couory Acto VP on community hoifung, he wee Ohoo s
reocesentatow to the lest Sento" C,ozen's Conference on Washihgtoh

SPECIAL
$ 95

CHECK Compressor-Lines & Valves For Leaks

Guests Attend
Founders' Day
At Civic Club
A number of special guests
were present when the West
Side Civic club held its annual
Foundations' Day program on
Sunday. July 2.
T h e group included Mrs.
Bessie Williams. Elijah Robinson. Mrs. Moray Banks, Mrs.
Lawrence West, Mrs. Rose
Hurt,
Jones, Mrs. Lucy M
Mrs. Lena Chambers. C. J. Cox,
E. Barnett, Eddie Hurley, J.
B. McBride. Ivy Paterson, Mrs.
Ethel Wheller, Mrs. Willie Louise Lee. Elijah Woods, Zack
The guest speaker was
Charles Woodall.

Classified Ads...

CHECK Fan Clutch-Bearings & Switches
CHECK All Belts and Pulleys for Proper Tension
CHECK For Proper Delivery of Cold Air Inside Car
CLEAN Cooling Coils

REG. PRICE $/.95

ADD FREON AS NEEDED—TO PROPER LEVEL
,
,,:4411111111111111111001•1111.410411101101*

INSTANT CREDIT... USE ESSO CREDIT CARD

. DankAmericard ... or Charge-All
• .,
THERE IS AN EtS0 CAR CARE''CENTER
IN EASY REACH OF EVERYONE

5 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BETTER
CAR
inciAm
CENTER
CARE

4597
Summer

01 Perkins
6113-631T

CENTRAL CAR
CARE CENTER
2442 Centre,
Frew;
A
Fairgrounds
324-557/

WHITEN/MIN CAR
CARE CENTER 396-1124

1190 Seen
Third
of 11•11

4157

;Aft CM

Rain,' Read
-

PARKWAY VILLAGE •
CAR CARE CENTER
3111 S. Pericles
Arsold Rd.
SSO
343-32•11
et Keight
.1111.1

SOUTHGATE CAR
CARE CENTER

Highway St
South at

MK CUM
OpPro

9411-041/

*I'

,,,-PPGPOOS
0••••••

Caw.

Help Wanted — Men

cruirrod II1
London Englond on 17•9
It $ fhlo (N9r7osi sena N7 &Wend.
Arnim* end rho wcrid
GOrd0r,'N Gm.

1101111C1 Of II.

Ii

Ion mum seits1111111171111emmsouw IIIIMNi or as co .tri .1111111.11.1.

Nt.: •

SERVICE STATION
MANAGER
Age Open.
Salary Open.
Apply IC warm

On not tall

TAYLOR'S
ESSO SERVICE STATION
1701 Castalia Street
Ask tor Mr. Clayborne Taylor

2
2

to•Cs• PO

MOP 41■10.1

1..PPPC.P.O.L1.1

•

9
6

t
'
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Singer With 'Soul'To Figures Tell
Perform At Coliseum History Of

Final Rites Held For 1
W. Memphis Dentist
Funeral services for Dr. more than 40 years in Arkansas.
Courtland G, Terrell, widely Honorary pallbearers were
known dentist of West Mem-'Drs. J. J. Warr, E. Frank
phis, Ark., were held on Sun- White, G. W. West, R. Q. Vanday, July 9, at the Bethel AME son, A. K. Smith, 1. A. Watson,
Sr., W. S. Yarrough, J. C.
church in West Memphis.
Dr. Terrell, a native of Au- Bates, G. F. McCleave, B. B.
gusta, Ga., died at the Medi- Martin and Charles F. Pinkcenter on July 3. He lived at ston.
231 S. Eighth st. in West Mem- Also Drs. Cooper E. Taylor,
A. B. Carter, T. W. Nnrthcross,
phis.
A. Watson. Jr., W. E. Porter,
I.
by
delivered
was
The eulogy
Rev. C. M. May, presiding eld- Booker T. Hodges, Nathaniel
R. McCray Jr., Cleo C. Kirk
er.
M. Tharpe and Don GilRobert
and
Mr.
late
the
The son of
Mrs. Walter Terrell of Augusta, bert, Sr.
Dr. Terrell was a dear friend
Dr. Terrell was graduated from
Mrs. Edith Anderson.
of
and
Payne college at Augusta
received his dental training at Interment was in the Hollythe now defunct West Tennes- wood cemetery in Memphis.
F. M. Montague Funeral Home
see Medical School.
He practiced dentistry for was in charge.

Indians

"Soul" is a word that has
many meanings. In the popular
rhythm-and-blues world of today, it usually means an intensely dramatic performance
by a singer, projected with
such feeling that it reaches out
and visibly moves the listener.
Soul is not something that
can be faked. You either have
it, or you don't.'

FOUNDING
ANOTHER
FATHER — Shown left to
right are: Boys Club publicity director, Rufus R.
Jones, presenting founding
father Plaque to the President of Bluff City Buick
Company, 739 Union, Mr.
Mellon Schoffel, for be•

coming another one of
the many members who
have become Founding Fais
thers. A I so shown
James Nichols, a leading
for
representative
sales
the company during the
months of May and June.

The Boys Club, which Is
located at 903 Walker Avenue has solicited the supbusiness,
port of every
social, fraternal, church,
and civic club in Memphis
project
make the
to
the success it deserves.

One who has it and who will
put it on display at the MidSouth Coliseum on Saturday
night, July 29, starting at 8:30
p.m. is Otis Redding, whose
only Memphis appearance will
be that night.

For thousands of years, the
Indian peoples of the Americas
recreated their illnesses and
cures in clay figures that reveal an amazing story today.
One-hundred of these Ira.
Minirpre-Columbian
matic
tures, on loan from New York
physician Dr. Abner I. Weisman, are on display free to the
public at the Field Museum of
Natural History until June 30.
Unearthed from tombs in Mexico and Central America, they
represent headache, toothache,
malnutrition, the stages of
OTIS ELUDING
:pregnancy and childbirth. They
'idate from 500 B. C. to A D.
Just recently Mr. Redding 400.

The moving style of Otis
Redding is a fusion of blues,
pop and gospel. This remark- made his debut as a record, Precisely why ancient sculpable vocal quality is only one producer. supervising the first'tors created these miniatures
and why they were placed in
of the exceptional musical atrecording on his new Jotis la-, graves remains a mystery.
him.
by
tributes possessed
f
cs
ts aclaim
archaeologists
tinye w
bel, featuring singing discovery ilt
part
buried
He is also a fine musician
ALBANY. Ga. — Twenty Al- students were:
Billy Young.
the personal treasure.
and songwriter of note. He comBainbridge,
bany State College students Pearlie
Cox,
he
Ga.,
Macon,
of
that
native
hits
A
the
of
most
posed
Others, they they were dehave been named Who's Who Ga.; Carolyn Hadley, Thomascatapulted him to stardom in is folloWing in the footsteps °feigned to explain the nature of
Among Students in American ville, Ga; Shirley
Denson,
•
person's illness to the gods.
three short years. They include former Maconite, Little Rich-fthe
—
Universities and Colleges for Americus, Ga.; Annie Eckles,
Weisman feels that they
such pop rhythm-and-blues hits ard, another soul singer of note.k.
ia..y. have been used as teach 'Dr
the 1967-68 school year.
Offerman, Ga.; Clarence Few,
by ancient physiaircraft to an alternate landing as "These Arms of Mine," Mr,
F. Waller, copter.
Redding became the Ing models
The selections were an- Arany Ga.; Olivia Haynes, Capt. Benjamin
Jenkinsrans and surgeons.
area aud then directed fire "Mr. Pitiful," "Chained and
behas
who
Chicagoan
a
Jr.,
Wrens,
Jacquelyn
Hicks,
Ga.;
On one occasion, while Wai- in order to suppress the Viet Bound," "Security," and "I've vocalist with Johnny
nounced by the college's dean
Jakin, Ga.; Janice Hudson. come a highly decorated Army
ler was coordinating an opera- Cong troop.,. The helicopters Been Loving You Too Long." and the Pinetoppers, a groupi Whatever, the original sculpof students, Ernest 0. Everett, Albany, Ga.; Eddie McCray,
today they are
officer, has received the Army tion, the landing zone was at-j landed without incident.
that sang at Southern colleges r's intent,
after being notified by the Columbus, Ga.; Betty Otey,
the past closer
bring
to
serving
Cong.
Viet
40
by
Commendation Medal, his sec- tacked
The captain then coordinated • Otis Redding plays the guitar, and universities. At the end •of
Editors of Who's Who in Tus- Albany, Ga.; Ophelia Studer,
modern man. The exhibit
organ.
Albany, Ga.; Thelma Trent, ond award for valor.
the Pinetopper session, he re- is open free to the public dur
His superiors report that the evacuation of three of his bass, drums, piano and
caloosa, Ala.
the,inen who had been injured in His musical knowledge has corded "These
diverted
Albany. Ga.;
personally
Waller
Arms Are n& Field Museum hours, 9
was
The 27-year-old officer
Twelve rising seniors a n d
stood him in good stead in his Mine."
OS. to 6 p.m. daily.
"exfor
award
the
presented
Sandra Webb, Albany, Ga.;
eight sophomores who will
his
does
He
career.
recording
Doris White, Arlington Ga.; ceptionally v alorous
action"
be juniors in September com- Emilye Williams, Albany Ga.;
own arrangements, which fully
1966.
August
in
Vietnam
in
prise the list of seleetees at Laura
W i Rims, Norciscs3,
complement his soulful vocals.
Albany State, who were chosen Ga.; Virginia Williams, Cairo, Waller is the son of Mr.
on the basis of scholarship, Ga.; Jeraldine Wooden, Albany and Mrs. Benjamin F. Waller,
leadership and participation Ga.
Sr.. of 3628 S. Giles ave. The
in educational and extracurricis now stationed at Fort
officer
activities.
ular
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED Pumas
Ord, Calif.
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
Marva Bradwell and John
DOUBLE ACTION
Waller, commanding officer
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Culbreath were two of the most
prominent choices. Miss Brad- KJALA Lumpur — (NPI) — of Company A, 1st Battalion,
6PJN
MONEY LOANED
well, a native of Albany Ga., Malaysia has been awarded a
2IRESSES
HANINIPULE
the
won
also
has
Brigade,
3d
by
$10
loan
World
the
million
ON AIL ARTICLES OF VALUZ
recently was named one of
AT YOUR ORU6GIST
40 select Foreign Affairs Schol- Bank for a Kemubu irrigation Silver Star medal, the Air
176 & 17$ BEAL STREET JA 641300
ars chosen from more than project in the northeast part of Medal, and the Purple Heart.
350 college juniors. She is a the Malay penisula, which will He earned the awards while
provide irrigation water for the serving as a platoon leader
history major.
growing of two rice crops a during the early part of his
Culbreath. one of the top year.
tour in Vietnam.
ranking juniors, is presidentTERMITES-ROANNES
elect of Albany State's Student The crops will be grown on Following his assignment as
162-164-111 BEALE ST.
WATER BUGS-RATS
47,000
of
acres
the
coastal
plain
platoon
leader,
he
was
given
A
Association.
Government
Capt. Benjamin F. Waller (left), a Chicagoan, gets a handin
the
State
of
and
Kelantan,
the post of landing zone comLicensed sad Inds!
native of Monroe. Ga., he is
Maj. Gen. Thomas A. Kenan (right), commandthis doubled output will serve to mander for his battalion with shake from
a French major.
CALL 115 BEFORE YOU An
Waller received the
after
just
Calif.,
Ord,
Ft.
at
general
ing
EMBARRASSED
increase cash incomes of the the task of coordinating the
Others named to the prestigeicountry's depihdence on rice combat troop movement of Army Commendation Medal for service in Vietnam. LookKILL TI LIVE"
"WE
list of outstanding college imports.
more than 1,000 men by hell- ing on is Col. Dean E. Hutter.

20 At Albany State Rate '
Spots In College Who's Who

pt. Waller From Chicago
'yen 2c1 Award For Valor

THAN'S
LOAN UFFICE

Millions For Water

PEST

'EXTERMINATING CO:

CALL

the ground fighting.
The officer's mother, Mrs.
Katie- Waller, said she had
received "with elation" the
news of her son's latest honor.

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

8

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
/VMS LIU ir01.

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

EPSTEIN

LOAN OFFICE

. MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 644.50

•

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to yen weekly.

'iv rettisrmItAt
,11/11,10

YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

WONDER
WHERE
TO FIND

11•

.. o buyer for your
tor, or S sewing ismchino to buy, or wowone to dean your
borne? 34rst rood and
..
WA our

Classifieds
Mckson 6-8391

THE TRI-STATE BOPSNOIR NOWNITAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-Statt Weeder Gus OuSale Each Thursday- At The Fallowiag,Lacatieas:
•

ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527.81 50
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood Avenue •
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526.9940
Fre* Delivery Open 7 Days
9 0.0..1 2 0.61.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
,SHOP
550 Vence
EWING ESSO SERVICE
, STATION.
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
31 99 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
110) Firestone
GOLDEWS SUNDRY
2533 Perk Ave.
• 324.9322 •
SOSS PHARMACY
448 Welker Avenue

•

EAST

WHITE!dAYEN

FRAYSER

HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. Mclernere
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vanc• Avenue
/EL DRIVe414 GROCERY'
1 560 S. Parirwirf E..
.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
.• 4791 Horn Lek* Rd,
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Perk Avoriore •
4.52-3T01
Speedy ChslisterY ,

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1 297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 V•Ilontine
276-9509
Fresh Meets IL Veg,
KLONDYKI SUNDRY
1293 V•Ilentine
2724112
Free Delivery
11.. 6 H SUNDRY
142 Silvans..
Ilik6OwEN SUNDRY
349 Vence
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Bevis Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Breaks
NEWS MART
Magazines 8. Newspeestre
AU Out of
P•P•r•
ION. 1.4.1IN

526.9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1 014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. 41.13.1. Servilue.
POST Of ricr
BEALE BRANCH'
PANTAZE DRUG #2
209 Berle
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd*
ROYAL SUNDRY
2475 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Letedsedel•
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleens .
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Perk-way E.
944531

.

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Ciuslase
Stt,VER STAR
DRIVE-01 GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLeener•
• 948.4576
Pros. & D.I. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1 046 Themes
5254811 — 326-9727
Prelies-iptieft•8. Dru.
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.2588
Pres. & 0.1. Sunrise
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Reed
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY.
465 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY •
303 Vence
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. lAcLesnore_
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Reed
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Mentos AyrreWa
526-9920
LEWIN SUNDRY
.
2086 0.1.1.
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
•
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
9111 S. Wel I ington
PeescOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue 84111
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. 161146•11
+Oa.

